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The Complex Road to a Verisimilitudinous Environment
Using Virtual City Models

Andreas Fricke

Computer Graphics Systems Group
Hasso Plattner Institute for Digital Engineering

andreas.fricke@hpi.de

This report describes my recent activities and research work on Service-
oriented Systems Engineering in the HPI Research School as a continuation
of my Fall Report 2019 and my Spring Report 2020.

1 Overview and objectives of this doctoral project

This doctoral project deals with a question relevant to both science and everyday
reality: How can functionally rich virtual multidimensional citymodels be generated,
derived, visualised and made usable in an application-oriented way in the face of
insufficient basic data (lack of reference)? On the one hand, questions of acquisition,
processing (geometric as well as semantic context), function assignment and visu-
alisation have to be addressed. On the other hand, the mentioned sub-areas are to
be integrated into a generic, service-oriented overall process, which is to run largely
automatically.

1.1 About the previous reports

The last reports illustrated how geographical problem solving can be achieved with
modern service-based techniques and procedures, using the example of a database
for the digital representation of a virtual spatialmodel. Furthermore, it was explained
which problems exist in the spectrum of digital twins and spatial databases with
regard to the handling of ubiquitous spatial data, which require the conception of a
new service-oriented approach. A special focus is on the database as a central element
for a virtual representation of an urban environment. Ubiquitous geodata require
meaningful tools for integration and harmonisation, which are also integrated as
part of a modular process chain. In this approach, procedures and workflows based
on generic data models and standard schemes are designed to ensure transparency
and transferability both methodologically and spatially. A workflow describing data
acquisition, data processing and data use will be presented and illustrated using the
example of the Middle East agglomeration region of East Jerusalem.

1.2 About this report

This report presents a novel approach to constructing spatially referenced, multi-
dimensional virtual city models from remotely generated point clouds for areas for
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which no reliable geographical reference data is available. A multidimensional point
cloud is an unstructured array of single, irregular points in a spatial 3D coordinate
system with time stamp. If geospatial reference points are available, a point cloud is
georeferenced. Georeferenced point clouds contain a high-precision reference data
set. Point clouds can be used in a variety of applications. They are particularly suitable
for the representation of surfaces, structures, terrain and objects. Point clouds are
used here to create a virtual 3D city model that represents the complex, granular
cityscape of Jerusalem and its centre, the Old City (see figure 2). The generation
of point clouds is based on two data acquisition methods: active data acquisition
by laser scanning and passive data acquisition by photogrammetric methods. In
this case, very high-resolution stereo images in visible light and in the near-infrared
range were systematically acquired by a flight campaign (see figure 1). The collected
spatio-temporal data require further processing to extract the necessary geographical
reference and semantic features at a specific resolution and scale. An insight into the
processing of an unstructured point cloud is given in order to extract and classify
the 3D city structure and to reconstruct its objects. Finally, tailor-made, precise and
up-to-date geographical data sets can be provided for a defined region in a defined
resolution and scale.

Figure 1: Overview of the East Jerusalem study area with camera positions (yel-
low markers, 571 images) and ground reference points (green markers, 69 dGPS
points). In the central area of the picture, where the flight strips overlap, is the Old
City of Jerusalem with the Templedome The area of the study area is a fair 190
sqkm.
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2 Approach

1.3 Thematic scope and application context

In the context of an ongoing EU project, this approach will be applied and evaluated
using the example of the East Jerusalem urban region. The aim of this R+D project
is to provide East Jerusalem’s citizens and decision-makers with a high-resolution
three-dimensional city model with dedicated spatial data and system functions that
enable civil society to perform its tasks. In many cases, suitable spatially related basic
data can be used for such issues. This is not the case here. Due to the complex geopo-
litical situation, no usable up-to-date geodata are available for model and system
construction. Consequently, the entire production process must cover the entire pro-
cess chain from data acquisition, processing and visualisation to spatial evaluation
or analysis. In this doctoral project I am therefore developing a flexible, largely auto-
mated modular process that includes all the sub-complexes mentioned above and is
transferable to comparable spatial starting points. In fact, on a global scale, the lack
of suitable basic geodata is the rule for the generation of three-dimensional urban
spatial models. The latter have considerable relevance for modelling and monitoring
large-scale urbanisation and the formation of megacities.

2 Approach

This approach deals with a novel way of constructing a georeferenced virtual city
model of East Jerusalem from unorganised, unstructured point clouds. As we deal
with a granular cityscape, a particular focus is on the classification and extraction
of building models [7, 8, 11]. The novelty of our approach is the fact that we adapt
the processing of invariant point data in terms of spatio-temporal reference to the
construction of multidimensional city models. In that way, a generic processing
(and acquisition) technique is made available for the construction of both geospatial
cityscapes and landscapes in areas where no reliable reference data are available.
During the construction process, an elastic grid is generated by means of voxels in
different levels of resolution and hierarchy, which represents and maps the point
cloud [2, 18]. Applying established methods of computer graphics, object surfaces
are then projected and constructed using iterative resampling methods [1, 14]. Par-
ticular attention is paid to the point consolidation process, with respect to uniform
point distribution as well sufficient sampling density at minimum distance from
point to voxel. In addition, the requirements point clouds need to comply with in
order to perform the process in multidimensional point clouds, are checked during
pre-processing [17]. The solution approach outlined above is developed within the
scope of a wider R+D effort that deals with the with the creation, (re-)construction,
administration and maintenance of virtual 3D city models in constantly changing
urban environments [4, 5, 6]. An essential prerequisite for this work is the volume
and quality of the geospatial source data. The more precise the source data record
or map geographical reality, i.e. spatio-temporal object features or geometric and
multi-spectral resolution, the higher the degree of the pseudo-realistic visualisation
of the resulting city model can be [13].
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2.1 Point clouds as a comprehensive basic data set

To date, remotely sensed point clouds can best meet the above requirements. Point
clouds can also easily capture the spatio-temporal dynamics typical of urban environ-
ments. Point clouds easily map 3D surfaces and objects by a densely spaced sequence
of points storing the detected geometry of objects and surfaces point-wise. Thus the
totality of points, the point cloud, is a versatile geospatial data representation of com-
plex terrestrial surfaces, such as cityscapes [13]. Because of their geometric nature,
point clouds are particularly well-suited for the derivation and subsequent visual-
isation of geospatial phenomena and artefacts (see figure 2). Other than classical
vector and raster data, point clouds facilitate the extraction of a regional, spatially
invariant, geometric base structure [3, 15]. Any processing of point cloud data re-
quires to solve a twofold problem: How can addressable objects from any kind of
geodata be connected in a meaningful way, and how can these objects be analysed
for their potential added value? Solving these R+D issues is considered a major
challenge in the interdisciplinary field of spatial sciences [8, 12]. Based on the low-
est common denominator, the space-time reference, two possible solutions can be
identified to model high to very-high resolution 3D geo-objects: schematisation and
reconstruction.

Figure 2: Section of a point cloud of the Old City of Jerusalem in true colour. In
total, the invariant mass data set comprises almost 20 billion points, with a storage
requirement of almost 500 GB, a point spacing between 0.511-0.023 cm and an
average horizontal point density of 119 pts/sqm.

2.1.1 Schematisation
This research field deals with the procedures required to schematise available geo-
data. To link existing datawith ourwithout a spatial reference a scheme is essential to
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3 Generation of geo-referenced point clouds

do this in a meaningful way. A common scheme is therefore mandatory to facilitate
successful harmonisation and fusion of data [15]. Schematisation of different input
data is hampered by the data reference which is both spatial and semantic. When
source data have different spatial as well as semantic references, which generally
is the case, schematisation may result in a loss of reference accuracy. In addition,
data schematisation, like, e.g., interpolation, is a one-way process. As a result, the
original source data are irreversibly altered. This is compensated by the fact that
geospatial data different sources can successfully be processed jointly and stored in
uniform datasets. Today, structured schematisation, harmonisation and integration
of different data forms and formats is implemented in the quasi-standard Feature
Manipulation Engine (FME) or in the INSPIRE Guidelines of the EU. In contrast,
schematisation of references is a somewhat disregarded R+D field as it directly
affects the accuracy of geodata.

2.1.2 Reconstruction
This research field investigates the use of computational engineering methods to
approximate an artefact or semantics by constructing both virtually. Hence, an artifi-
cial reconstruction of the original data is carried out without directly manipulating
them, thus creating new data while leaving the source data unaltered. This is the
rationale behind machine learning and artificial intelligence in general. Although
both schematisation and reconstruction are roughly based on the same principle,
they differ in their handling of source data. This is apparent when it comes to the
application of 3D building models which have massively increased in importance
far beyond simple visualisations in times of so-called digital twins [5]. One driving
factor behind this development is the rapidly growing availability of high-resolution
input data. What is lacking, however, is an executable generic process applicable
to all current domains and solutions. For the time being, only domain-specific ap-
proaches can be found. Consequently, the level of abstraction is currently limited to
the domain and therefore increasingly schematised.

3 Generation of geo-referenced point clouds

3.1 Characteristics

A multidimensional point cloud is a 3D or 4D data set of a single, irregular and
unstructured point array in a spatial 3D coordinate system defined by x, y, z coordi-
nates and the time component [17]. The result is a registered point cloud. If reference
points are available, a point cloud is geo-referenced. Assuming a spatial reference,
point clouds contain an high-precision reference dataset, since every single point
has a very high position accuracy and fidelity compared with classical vector and
raster spatialmodels. Therefore, referenced point clouds are often used for secondary
referencing of other geodata. Point clouds can be employed in a variety of applica-
tions. They are particularly suitable for the representation of surfaces, structures,
terrain and objects [16]. Point clouds are used for documentation purposes or fur-
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ther processing in, e.g., CAD, BIM or in 3D rendering software for 3D modelling or
3D visualisation [13].

3.2 Data acquisition, database

Implementing the approach detailed above, aerial imagery obtained from a flight
campaign is evaluated photogrammetrically to generate a point cloud for the study
area of East Jerusalem. A total of 571 RGBI (red, green, blue, near infrared) nadir
aerial images are available acquired in two flight campaigns of 23.09.2019 with a
ground resolution of (minimum) 10 cm GSD, taken with a camera system of the Z/I
DMC 250 II e type (see figure 1). The first campaign covers the entire investigation
area of East Jerusalem with 525 images (forward overlap 80 percent, side overlap 60
percent). The imagery covers an area of nearly 190 square kilometres, corresponding
to a data volume of almost 135 gigapixels. The second campaign covers theOldCity of
Jerusalem only with 46 images (forward overlap 80 percent, side overlap 80 percent)
encompassing an area of nearly 13.5 square kilometres, which corresponds to a data
volume of almost 11 gigapixels. This campaign is located within the area covered by
the first Campaign. Corresponding pixels have been recorded in at least 10 different
aerial images in the entire study area, with exceptions in the peripheral areas. In the
area of the Old City, corresponding pixels are present in at least 30 different images
due to the overlay of the flight campaigns. A total of 70 ground reference points
(differential GPS), equally distributed across the study area, are available for geo-
reference. All aerial images are referenced byGPS and INS. Bentley’s ContextCapture
(v14) software system is used to perform referencing of the input imagery as well
as of 69 out of 70 ground points, and is also employed for bundle block adjustment
(see figure 1). Essential parameters are the collinearity equations at pixel level and to
maximally increase the quality of matching. The processing is performed on a mini-
cluster consisting of two identical workstations. An AMD Ryzen 9 3900X 12-core
processor, 64 GB, NVMe memory and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti are used for the
calculation. The mini-cluster allows, among other things, parallel computation and
simultaneous use of several graphics cards. It shows that a very consistent dataset
or bundle block is provided, since the global error with ground reference points is
about half a pixel; the median is even slightly below. Turning to the point clouds
generated, it can be seen that these covermassive volume of data and, withmore than
100 points per square meter, represent the full pixel density of the source data. Note
that this number refers to a 2D reference surface [sqm] only. However, it includes
all points of the surface, i.e. the 3D points, too. also. The theoretical maximum for
photogrammetric processing in the reference plane X & Y is 100 points per square
meter (image data 10 cm GSD), or 91 points in the computed block.

3.3 Structuring of point clouds

Within the framework described above, 3D respectively 4D point clouds are pho-
togrammetrically generated in the pre-processing. Subsequently, the data space is
subdivided by hierarchical methods, such as octree or n-tree. Octree, for example,
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3 Generation of geo-referenced point clouds

defines a hierarchy that can be used to inspect large point clouds and interact with
them with high performance [13, 15]. An octree is a data structure for indexing
three-dimensional data. It extends the concept of binary trees and quadtrees, which
structure 1D or 2D data. Each node of an octree represents a volume as a cuboid.
Furthermore, these cubes are often aligned with axes of the coordinate system. Each
octree node has up to eight subnodes. If a node has no subnodes, the corresponding
cube can be represented uniformly and no further subdivision is necessary. Each
node of the spatial system with associated subnodes is characterised by the pres-
ence or absence of points. In the representation of volumetric data, such as building
objects, a further subdivision of a node is not necessary if the mapped volume is
completely uniform and a reference plane is known. Nodes that have points will
become part of a spatially adaptive, elastic hierarchical voxel grid in the further pro-
cess. Elasticity includes the possibility to use different resolutions in a grid in an
advantageous way.

Volume graphics is a different method of modeling as a voxel data set [1]. Here
a value is recorded at a single point from the object at regular intervals. The result
is a cube-shaped 3D grid of voxels. These voxel models can easily be converted into
images, which, depending on the minimum resolution, can be extremely pseudo-
realistic and detailed [2]. This type of modelling requires significantly higher re-
sources in direct comparison to triangle-based polygonal meshes and has a perfor-
mance loss in visualisation compared to a polygonal surface model of similar size. In
addition, themanipulation of these data ismuchmore complex [1]. The ultimale goal
of all algorithms briefly touched on here is to model 3D objects [4]. This is usually
done, even on the most modern graphics hardware, by means of simple triangular
structures, which in mass reproduce and represent complex polygonal surfaces [14].
Also, despite the inclusion of complex 3D textures in the volume graphics, the hard-
ware acceleration is still focused on triangle computation. Hence a combination of
both approaches proves to be expedient, as the example of the Marching Cubes algo-
rithm from 1987 in imaging medicine proves [10]. For the first time it was possible
to approximate ineffcient volume models by effcient polygonal surface models, to
visualise them effectively and to combine the advantages of both approaches [2].

3.4 Generation of urban 3D objects using the Marching Cube algorithm

The core idea of Marching Cubes is to decompose a given voxel model of an object
into small cubes and then march from one cube to the next and determine how
the surface of the object intersects the respective cube [10]. A selected threshold
value regulates which parts of the relevant cube lie inside or outside the object.
The distinction between solid and transparent is fundamental to the procedure. It
affects the normal calculation of the surface, since the slope of the scalar field at
each voxel point is also the normal vector of a hypothetical iso surface running
from that point . There are 256 possibilities of how an arbitrarily shaped surface
can divide a voxel into interior and exterior areas, as, based on combinatorics, there
are 2 to the power of 8 possibilities to divide the eight corners of a voxel into two
disjoint sets inside and outside [10]. Due to symmetry effects, however, the number
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is reduced to only 15 different variants. The so-called Triangle Lookup Table contains
all these possibilities. The runtime of the classical marching cube algorithm depends
significantly on the number of voxels considered. An optimisation is based on the
hierarchical investigation beforehand, as described, to use only voxels as input that
contain points and thus represent an object [9, 18]. It emerges that the Marching
Cube algorithm represents an effective technique for the calculation of iso-surface
and object modelling in 3D [18]. Consequently, a combination of volume graphics
and triangle-based polygonal meshes based on a well-established algorithm can be
used to approximate and reconstruct the surface and thus the hull of an object [9].
Finally, this geometry requires to be characterised and extracted as an object in order
to enrich it with spatially referenced semantics for use in a spatial information system
of the entire study area.

The essential work steps in this context include a meaningful subdivision of a
point cloud [17]. This has to be manageable for algorithms working on it. The subdi-
vision can be based on either the data structure, as described, using a hierarchical
tree structure, or with spatial or structural filtering within the process. Similar to
a segmentation, this reduction represents an adjustment factor, since an object can
occur in several areas, nodes or tiles [15]. An overlapping of areas to be processed
also needs to be considered so that no break between regions occurs. Similarly, it
has to be made sure that an object has identical characteristics across regions. In
other words, voxels or horizontal slices of a point cloud, as familiar from imaging
medicine, are fed into an algorithm [2, 4]. The algorithm reconstructs an object from
them bit by bit, as one would do with, say, with a finite number of small Lego bricks.
Depending on the resolution, i.e. how high the layers and the voxel are, an object
image, for example of a building, is gradually created. If the process is repeated and
parameters of resolution are changed, there is also an incremental approach that
can model an object in its entirety or in a spatio-temporal manner. This results is a
volume model of an object as well as a polygonal triangular model that can be stored
in a database. Depending on the process, different levels of detail are conceivable for
one and the same object [4].

4 Implementation strategy

In a nutshell, the methodological concept of this approach addresses the research
question of how accurately and precisely multidimensional virtual spatial models
correspond to the complex reality they present. It challenges the widespread ap-
proach to different virtual models by different levels of detail (LOD) [15]. Since the
availability of high-resolution output data such as point clouds has increased signif-
icantly, it can be assumed that the concept of static LOD degrees is less appropriate
to represent very-high resolution complex objects. In addition, discretisation of the
source data is always applied when preparing a LOD inventory. It is important to
consider the geometric tolerances of existing LODs with regard to quality assurance.
In this context, discretisation of the source data to known LODs is possibile but not
mandatory. Even without discretisation, the full data depth available can be utilised.
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4 Implementation strategy

Figure 3: Comparison of two resolution levels of a highly accurate point cloud of
the Old City of Jerusalem. Certain objects (such as buildings) can be visually
recognised even at low resolution. One focus of the methodical approach of the
work is thus also to efficiently assemble the data set with regard to performance
without causing a loss of detail.

The above issues need further analysis and evaluation. Tests have shown that the
approach outlined here includes some open issues that need to be addressed. Figure
4 shows derived and extracted two-dimensional rings generated with a provisional
version of the layer algorithm. It is important to note that this layer is based on the
terrain’s reference plane only. In the area of each outline, mean heights for the in-
dividual object areas can be derived from the point cloud and added to the data
as a semantic feature. As shown in figure 4, the result is a 2.5 D data set contain-
ing extruded building outlines, which can be semantically augmented with further
attributes.

Another issue to be addressed when implementing the algorithm is the reduction
of objects to two dimensions. Without exact segmentation and classification of a 2D
slice of a point cloud’s reference plane, it is sometimes problematic to derive the exact
extent and position of an outline generated [7]. This may result in a wrong rotation
or over-extraction of an object. A point cloud can also have a too high resolution for
an algorithm (see figures 1, 2). Likewise, photogrammetric point clouds of building
facade elements may contain few or no points due to missing corresponding pixels.
Contrary to that, theMarchingCube algorithm requires a consistent database. Hence,
no values can be generated where no values are available. At this point, one option is
the reconstruction of buildings by means of voxels. Buildings usually have a cubic or
cuboid shape, hence it can be assumed that facades can be reconstructed in a simple
geometric way (see figure 4). In contrast, if an object is represented in a point cloud
of a very high resolution, and this resolution is not required to represent this object
distinctly, resources are wasted (see in contrast figures 2, 4). It is therefore a matter
of the correct dimension and an incremental and interactive approach to extract the
most realistic object from the point cloud. Potential applications are, for example,
the analysis of the deviation between vector, raster and point cloud representations
that map a building object. Differences can reveal geometric accuracies between the
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Figure 4: Prototypical implementation and presentation of derived two-dimensional
building rings (left) and extruded real building heights with semantic colour
coding (right). Challenges lie in the demarcation between individual buildings
and the correct orientation in space. This partial aspect characterises the current
state of work.

different representations, but also show structural changes. Typically, objects are
analysed by algorithms, especially in machine learning, with the help of similarities,
and are successively derived and constructed. Consequently, a building model is
broken down into its components (i. e. walls and roof) and then, by means of trained
similarities, it is determined which part of the object is to be represented and how
[3, 7, 11]. This requires a substantial number of potential object components that can
be compared to automatically derive the required object component. Overall, the
mathematical morphology of point clouds is highly suitable to be processed bin this
context, since the most versatile objects from a comprehensive, invariant 4D data
set are available in a complete and simple form. With machine learning methods, as
with the marching cube algorithm, considerable added value can be gained from
geodata with an ever-present link to the original data.

5 Conclusion remarks

Within this doctoral project an innovative approach to construct spatially referenced
multidimensional virtual city models from photogrammetric point clouds for areas
where reliable geographical reference data are not available is presented.. The work
presented here is part of a larger international R+D project that investigates the gen-
eration, (re-)construction, management and maintenance of virtual 3D city models
in a constantly changing urban environment. To date, the project work carried out
has shown that the generation and processing of point clouds can provide quality
geodata to create and maintain a uniform, fully referenced 3D geodata base in a
limited period of time, if not on an ad-hoc basis. In the study area of East Jerusalem,
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5 Conclusion remarks

the lack of precise, up-to-data geospatial data necessitates the airborne acquisition of
geospatial point data conforming to the key requirements of resolution, data quality
and topicality. The resulting high-resolution point cloud can be used for a variety of
applications. One relevant usage is the extraction of virtual building models from
high-resolution point clouds. The use of point clouds is of crucial importance in
East Jerusalem, where no primary data source is able to provide geospatial data rep-
resenting the complex urban reality and its spatio-temporal dynamics. Because of
their purely geometric content, point clouds are especially suitable for the derivation
and visualisation of geospatial phenomena and artefacts. To extract building models
from point clouds, a procedure originating from the field of imaging medicine is
adapted, allowing for the modelling of 3D objects in (very) high resolution. Drawing
onmethods of volume graphics (voxel grids) and classical computer graphics (polyg-
onal triangular meshes), this novel approach facilitates the effective processing of
point clouds. In that context, the structuring of the source data is given special atten-
tion. Preliminary applications of the approach discussed here prove that extruded
building outlines can successfully be extracted and visualised.

5.1 Future work

According to the current work status, the sub-complexes data acquisition and raw
data processing have been completed. In Q3/4 2019, an aerial survey of the area un-
der personal supervision was carried out in accordance with the data acquisition
specifications I had developed (2). From the high-resolution georeferenced flight
data, mass data in the form of invariant 3D point clouds were then generated us-
ing stereo-photogrammetric methods. A comprehensive, jointly rectified data set is
now available in different resolutions (see figure 3). Geometrically, this point cloud
represents a reference data set which is the basis for all further processing steps. Cur-
rently, I am working on the automated modelling of uniquely addressable planar
geo-objects (e.g. buildings) from point cloud data (object formation, see figure 4).
Due to the fact that the point cloud data are semantically invariant at first, reliable,
reproducible extraction procedures are largely missing. This work shall contribute
to this problem. A methodical approach to the formation of complex 3D objects is
offered by imaging medical procedures for the three-dimensional visualisation of
organs (e.g. Marching Cube Algorithm). The concept of levels of detail of a spatial
model will be examined in comparison to the concept of continuous, data-dependent
levels of detail. A related research problem I am currently working on is the dimen-
sional assignment of semantic attributes to previously extracted geo-objects (object
enrichment). Here, too, there are research gaps, and this work contributes to reduc-
ing these gaps. Thus, the doctoral project goes beyond the now mainly established
”visualisation” of complex multidimensional urban structures (see figure 2).

5.2 Work plan and outlook

Two issues have directly influenced the original time and work plan. Firstly, the
delayed realisation of the flight led to a delay in the provision of raw data (Plan
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Q1 2019, Real Q3/4 2019). Secondly, the partial aspect of ’object extraction’ and
’addressing’ from mass data reveals previously unresolved research questions that
need to be addressed. Furthermore, it becomes apparent that the implementation of
the generic and modular process chain involves individual problems that can have
an effect on the implementation of a process that is as automated as possible. The
outstanding aspects of ’functionalities’ and ’visualisation’ will be adapted within
the service-oriented approach. The work plan is constantly compared with the real
situation.
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Distributed applications are widely established in all kinds of daily life.
Even in critical areas like the German railway system, distributed systems
exist. For these, there are higher requirements for testing.

Testing of distributed applications is mostly done by field tests or labora-
tory tests. But both methods are limited to a small set of conditions. To test
applications in more diverse scenarios, simulation-based testbeds are one
solution. These testbeds simulate an execution environment and place the
application on virtual or hardware nodes in that environment. This enables
realistic test scenarios in many diverse situations. Cohydra is such a testbed
which also includes techniques for fault injection testing.

1 Motivation & Use-Case

Nowadays distributed applications aremore andmore used in research and industry.
Even in a conservative company like the Deutsche Bahn the usage of distributed
applications is increasing. One example of such a distributed application was one
use-case of the research in the project Rail2X: A future switch can recordmaintenance
data about its state. This data is useful for predicting outages of the switch which
helps to prevent train delays or blocked tracks. But in structurally lagging regions it
is difficult to transmit the recorded data to the cloud-servers where the evaluation of
the data happens. A researched solution is shown in Figure 1. The basic idea is that
the switch is transmitting the data to a train which passes the switch. The train is
collecting the data and transmit it to the cloud-servers in the next train station with
a good internet connection.

Figure 1: One possible solution to transmit the data from the switches is to collect
the data with passing trains and deliver it to the cloud in the next train station
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2 Distributed Applications

In this report the definition of distributed application from Tanenberg and Steen is
used [5]:

“A distributed system is a collection of independent computers that ap-
pears to its users as a single coherent system.”

This means the described use-case contains a distributed application. Each infras-
tructure element – the train and the switch – need a part of the software system and
these parts communicate over some communication channel. The usual communica-
tion channel in the area of mobility is the Vehicle-To-X (V2X) standard which bases
on Wifi 802.11p.

Besides that, for the user, the application appears like a single coherent system
because the user can access the data from a single interface.

3 Testing Distributed Applications

Before such an application can be used in practice, it has to be tested and verified.
But testing a distributed application especially with a focus on mobility is difficult.
The software-system has to operate without software fails under several different
conditions. These are for example:

• Different train speeds: The speed of the train defines how long the two parts
of the software can communicate. When the train moves slowly the communi-
cation time is longer compared with a faster train. Depending on the data size
this can have an impact on the success of the transmission.

• Different train schedules: Assumed that the switch records the data and stores
it locally, a different train schedule can increase or decrease the amount of
stored data. So, it is possible that the application crashes because of an out of
memory failure.

• Different weather conditions: Since the software-system communicates over
a Wifi-connection the weather can have a serious impact. The communication
can work perfectly when the weather is good, but it can have outages when it’s
raining or snowing outside.

• Different environments: Depending on the vegetation and infrastructure around
the switch the communication can be disturbed as well. It’s common knowl-
edge, that buildings have a negative impact on communication ranges of wifi-
signals. This can have an impact on the success of the transmission.

When testing distributed applications, the tester has to keep these different condi-
tions in mind. To test these applications, testers mostly use two different methods:
Field tests and laboratory tests. Both are briefly explained in the next two subsections.
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3.1 Field Tests

The first idea to test distributed applications are field tests. Having the software
system and the hardware requirements (like the hardware system in the train and
the future switch) it is the first idea to install the software on the hardware and test
the application by moving the train over the switch. On the one hand, for the single
test case, this is the most realistic way to test the application. All conditions which
would also apply in the practical usage have the same impacting during testing the
application. On the other hand, performing a field test covers just one specific set
of conditions. The parameter of the train (like speed or schedule) is limited to a
small set of variations and the environment is mostly static. Besides that, a field test
is expensive compared to other testing methods [4]. Additionally, it is unlikely to
have a repeatable testing result because in field tests it is hard to repeat the test with
exactly the same conditions. Furthermore, a field test can only take place at one of
the last steps of the development because all parts of the system (hardware- and
software-requirements) have to be fully developed. This contradicts the common
software-pattern to test as early as possible.

3.2 Laboratory Tests

To especially address the test early pattern, another method to test distributed appli-
cations is a laboratory test. A laboratory test means to test the software on common
devices in a controllable environment. Figure 2 shows such a laboratory test with
EL-20 nodes that are able to communicate with Wifi 802.11p.

Testing distributed application with this method have a big advantage that tests
are early possible and compared to field tests cheap since the infrastructure elements
are not required. Because of the fully controlled environment in a laboratory, the
tests are also repeatable. But this method of tests loses the realism of the tests. Since
it is not in the field or some comparable environment it’s unclear if the results are
applicable for the reality.

4 Simulation based testing in testbeds

To summarize, field tests are realistic since they run the tests in real environments.
But they are limited to a small set of conditions. Laboratory tests are also limited to
a small set of conditions especially in the area of the environment. But compared
to field tests they can be applied in the early stages of development. Since both
methods have their disadvantages, a third method is required, which combines the
advantages and zero out the disadvantages. This method needs to place the software
system in a controllable but realistic environment. Besides that, the testing should
be cheap and possible in the early stages of development. Simulation-based testbeds
are one possible solution [1]. Like it is shown in Figure 3, a testbed simulates an
environment and places the application in that specific environment. Therefore, it
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Figure 2: A laboratory test means testing the software in a controllable environment.
These tests are easier to realize, but less realistic.

uses a huge set of different technologies like different simulations, virtualization,
and the connection of real hardware (so called hardware-in-the-loop) [6, 7].

The following subsections describe how to realize such a testbed.

4.1 Simulating the environment

The first important step is simulating the environment. Simulation in the case means,
that a model of the real-world system (like the traffic) was created and will be used
in the simulation. The realism of the simulation depends on the quality of the model
[4]: When the model behaves like the real world in most aspects, it is realistic and
can be used for the simulation. Otherwise, the results would be not applicable to
the real world. Having such a model gives the opportunity to behave like in the real
world and try the same scenario under a lot of different conditions. it is also possible
to replay a scenario with exactly the same conditions. In particular, it is also cheap
since the environment will only be simulated.

In the given use-case the focus lays on two different simulations. The first simula-
tion simulates the network connection between the nodes (the train and the switch).
Another simulation simulates traffic and vehicle behavior. Since there are now two
simulations from different domains involved, it is unlikely that a single model covers
both aspects.

To solve this issue, a technique called co-simulation can be used. Figure 4 shows
the idea of a co-simulation. Two standalone simulations are working together to
simulate a joint result. In the described use-case it is useful that the traffic simulation
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Figure 3: The structure of a testbed

simulates themovement of the vehicles and sends the vehicle positions to the network
simulation. The network simulation uses vehicle positions to calculate the quality of
the network connection. To manage the data exchange between the simulation an
orchestrator is used.

Figure 4: The structure of a co-simulation. The orchestrator controls both connected
simulations

Having these two simulations in a co-simulation, two aspects of the simulation-
based testbed are realized: The environment and the network connections are imple-
mented.

4.2 Execution Environment for the software system

The next required step is to integrate the software system in the simulation. Therefore
a runtime container for the software is required. In general, there are three different
options:
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• Simulate the software as part of the simulation: In some simulation environ-
ments, especially in the area of network simulation, it is possible to implement
a simulation of the software as well. This simulated execution of the software
gets a simulated (and abstracted) hardware system, operating system, and
internet stack. This solution has the big disadvantage that realism is unclear
because of the simulation. Since the other two options are more realistic, this
option will not be followed up.

• Run the software on virtualized nodes: Running the software in some kind of
virtualized containers (like Docker, LXD, or similar) real operating systems
and internet stacks are used. Besides that, virtualized nodes are easily scalable.
This is a pro when talking about huge simulations. On the other hand, the
containers will run on laboratory computers. That means the future target
hardware is not involved.

• Run the software on hardware nodes: To compensate for the disadvantage of
virtualized nodes the software can be executed on the target hardware system.
This results in themost realistic execution environment for the software system.
But this option requires that the target hardware system exists and is available.
Besides that, having real hardware as part of the test execution the costs for
the execution are increasing again.

A good testbed would need to combine the last two methods to have a cheap and
scalable option as well as a realistic option with real hardware. Having this combina-
tion opens the option to test parts of the hardware as well. For example, in the case
the hardware of the train exists, that hardware could be tested while the hardware
of the switch does not exist.

4.3 Hybrid Testbeds

Testbeds that combines simulated environments with virtualized nodes and hard-
ware nodes are called hybrid testbeds [6, 7]. Figure 5 shows the structure of a hybrid
testbed. Compared to Figure 3 the representation of the nodes and the simulation is
more detailed. The simulation host is the runtime environment of the simulation. It
executes both simulations and all virtual nodes. it is also connected to the hardware
nodes and integrates them into the simulation.

Hybrid testbeds fulfill the requirements:

• They allow early-stage testings since the environment is simulated and virtual
nodes can be used [2]. Both also make the test environment flexible enough to
cover a lot of different conditions for the software system.

• They allow cheap large-scale tests since virtualized nodes are included.

• They allow realistic tests since real hardware systems can be included.

How good the requirements are fulfilled depends on the balance between hardware
and virtual nodes. If many virtual nodes are used and because of the simulation, the
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Figure 5: The more detailed structure of a hybrid testbed

quality of the results also depends a lot on the quality of the models [4, 6]. To verify
this is an important task of the testbed creator.

5 Cohydra

In mymaster thesis, I developed the concept of a hybrid testbed addressing this kind
of use-cases. Thanks to the Bachelorprojekt AP 19/20 an extensive implementation
was created earlier this year. The resulting hybrid testbed is called cohydra.1

It follows the structure which was explained above. Technically it orchestrates the
network simulator ns-32 and the traffic simulator SUMO.3 As virtual nodes Docker
and LXD nodes are supported, QEMU support is in development. All kinds of hard-
ware nodes are supported when they support IP over ethernet. Besides that, it is
also possible to integrate hardware networks in the simulation as shown in Figure 5.
Furthermore, cohydra contains a framework to create fault injection scenarios to
evaluate the reliability of the tested software system [3].

6 Future Work

The concept above and the implementation cohydra are still under development.
Conceptual next steps are including more environment simulations to increase the
realism of the testbed and to support more use-cases. Potential ideas are weather

1https://github.com/osmhpi/cohydra
2https://www.nsnam.org/
3https://www.eclipse.org/sumo/
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simulations and water-flow simulations. Especially the last one is part of a cooper-
ation with the TU Berlin in a project called Marvis. Technically a current research
topic is the distribution of the simulation to scale-out the simulation host. Besides
that, scheduling virtual nodes and the distribution of the software system are part
of our research.
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I investigate the phenomenon of imperfect fault understanding, which con-
sists of incorrect or incomplete explanations about the code problem that
is causing a software failure. This phenomenon impacts the cost of debug-
ging and hinders the adoption of debugging tools. My approach is to build
causal and sequential decision models to identify the causal mechanism
that affect the accuracy and the efficiency of fault understanding produced
by programmers. Fault understanding is captured by a set of attributes
of code inspection tasks on real bugs from popular open source software
projects. The results consists of a set of causal and sequential models that
allow to make predictions about the accuracy of a given fault understand-
ing andmake interventions to improve the efficiency of producing a correct
fault understanding. I discuss these results with respect to future work and
the implications on the processes and tools supporting on-boarding, bug
triage, and debugging.

1 About This Report

This is my fourth Fall report. In the next two sections I review my previous results
and the results obtained through the year of 2020.

In the previous reports, I investigated prediction factors of fault understanding
and how these factors could be used to decide which program statement to inspect
next. (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Experimental design
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2 Motivation

Software Debugging Programmers investigate the causes of a software failure by
debugging software. This involves generating and refining hypothesis [16] about the
location of the problem in source code (the software fault), relate it to the failure,
and devise fixes [22] for the fault.

Cost Software debugging is a tedious and labor-intensive process. Programmers
spend 3% to 50% of their time debugging software [10, 20] 50% [2, 16], which was
estimated to cost from $59 to $312 billions a year [2, 20].

Speed Quickly resolving software failures has been part of the practice of ag-
ile teams, which since the agile manifesto1 became widespread by achieving the
goldilocks of shorter software release cycles without sacrificing quality, cost, or over-
loading the development teams [4]. Nonetheless, software teams have come under
renewed pressure by two external factors: the disruption from failures that happen
only in later stages of testing and the need to deploy software multiple times a day.
A recent industry report [5] shows that top performing businesses are deploying
on average 32 times a day and keeping lead times below one hour, i.e., the time
between committing the source code and running it on production. Hence, while
teams used to have days to resolve failures, now many teams have only a few hours.
To alleviate this pressure on teams, many approaches have been investigated, e.g.,
improve continuous integration environments, mandatory code reviews, and, finally,
make failure resolution quicker to perform (my research focus).

AutomatedMethods In response to more agility, software engineering researchers
developed various automated methods. Static analysis tools like PMC and FindBugs
are executed during compilation time to quickly weed out errors that can become
potential software failures. Continuous integration tools run unit tests to expose
failures before they are moved into production. Spectra-based fault localization [15]
methods run hundreds unit tests to identify the program statements that the most
probable root-cause of a software failure. Besides creating a safety net to catch soft-
ware failures introduced during short development cycles, automated methods are
also the pillar of many tools that automatically repair root-causes of failures [13].
Hence, agile teams, high frequency deployment, and automated program repair
tools depend on the methods that quickly identify root-causes of software failures.

Perfect Fault Understanding Assumptions However, research has shown that
identifying a root-cause is not a sufficient condition to resolve a failure. Even when
programmers are given the root-cause, there is no guarantee that programmers will
unequivocally recognize the root-cause. Parnin and Orso [14] described this as the
“perfect fault understanding assumption”.

1http://agilemanifesto.org
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Difficulty to guarantee fault understanding is also an issue when fixes are automat-
ically suggested. Research showed [17, 19] that programmers still need to be involved
to evaluate if the suggested fixes are not over-fitting the unit tests ,i.e., making the
failing test pass but not generalizing to other test input data. Research also confirmed
the need for patches explanations [11], but this is hindered by the difficulty of using
”understandability” as a metric to select of patches [12].

In my research I investigate the assumption that fault understanding can be made
explicit in written explanations. This assumption is corroborated by the studies on
the performance of senior and junior programmers on debugging tasks. Senior pro-
grammers are shown to require fewer [7] hypotheses (i.e., explanations) to correctly
identify a root-cause of a failure. Moreover, senior programmers’ hypotheses have
shown present better quality [9] than the ones from junior peers.

Therefore, my research focuses on both the traditional problem of fault localization
(identifying the lines of code that need to be fixed) and how to obtain the explana-
tions for the corresponding software failures. I named this dual outcome as a failure
resolution process, which I investigate with respect to its efficiency (speed), efficacy
(positive impact on bug fixing), and predictability.

2.1 Related Work

Factors that influence fault understanding were investigated in the context of fault
localization [6], code reviews [1], debugging tools [9], static analysis tools [14, 21],
However, these studies have two shortcomings: (1) they did not uncovered causal
factors (only on correlational ones) and (2) they did not investigate the efficiency of
generating fault understanding explanations.

The reliance on correlational factors implies that confounding factors might inad-
vertently affect the outcomes of program comprehension [18], which is part of the
fault understanding task. The lack of knowledge about confounding factors reduces
the ability of current methods and tools to influence fault understanding. The reason
is that unknown confounding prevents tool designers to determine the which factors
can be manipulated (intervened) to improve fault understanding for a certain type
of bug and programming skill group.

We aim to mitigate the effect of confounding by building causal and sequential
decisionmodels.We use thesemodels to compare different interventionmechanisms
and their effects (potential outcomes). The strength of these potential outcomes can
inform cost benefit analysis of new features in methods and tools for better on-
boarding of new programmers, delegation of bugs to programmers, and debugging.

2.2 Investigation Approach

Mymethod obtains explanations to the failure root-causes by the execution of human-
judgment tasks. The method was inspired on a MapReduce [3] model that has
been successfully combined with crowdsourcing [8] to partition complex work into
smaller and independent tasks (microtasks), distribute them, and aggregate their
individual outcomes into one failure resolution result.
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ExperimentalDesign To build the causal inferencemodelswe performed two large
field experiments and one lab-controlled experiment with programmers inspecting
and suggesting fixes for real bugs from popular open source software projects. In
the first experiment, we partitioned work by instantiating template questions about
ten failing Java methods from popular open source projects. We recruited 777 pro-
grammers on the Mechanical Turk (MT) platform, who executed 4476 microtasks.
The aggregated outcomes of these microtasks correctly predicted and explained six
out of the ten root-causes of the software failures. In the second experiment, we
focus on investigating ways to improve the efficiency of the method. We recruited
654 programmers who performed 2580 microtasks to work on different set of eight
software failures from popular open source projects. In the third experiment we
have a controlled setting where experienced programmers received different types
of fault understanding explanations (including no explanation at all) and we asked
these programmers to suggest fixes to the failures. Programmers were randomly
assigned to different sets of tasks that involved different bugs and different types
of explanations. Since we had 3 types of explanation (including control) and three
types of bugs, and we wanted to have at least 3 person by condition, we needed 18
programmers. This allowed to allowed to perform both between and within-subject
comparisons.

3 Research Problems

Problem 1: Prediction Fault understanding tasks have multiple attributes that
can be combined in different cause-effect relations, i.e., an exponential number of
graph models (or mechanisms). We express this problem in the following research
questions: What are the models that can predict if a software fault was correctly
recognized? How do these models compare to each other? How much replication
is necessary to correctly recognize a software fault? How do fault understanding
explanations impact the accuracy and speed of bug fixes?

Problem 2: Aggregation In order to identify fault, a programmer has to weigh the
many possible suspicious program statements, which corresponds to aggregating
the outcomes of multiple tasks. This is particularly problematic when there are
multiple plausible causes and explanations for bug (by plausible we mean they
can be successfully used to suggest a valid bug fix). Ultimately, our problem is to
learn how to aggregate tasks outcomes that correctly resolve the failure. For that,
we selected the following research questions: How to compute the probability that
competing causes and explanations are plausible? How to learn aggregation models
that maximize precision and recall while minimizing the number of source lines
to inspect? Our approach was to use different voting mechanisms and estimate the
number of votes needed for an aggregation model to correctly identify a bug with a
certain level of precision.
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4 Method

Problem 3: Exploration and Exploitation The efficiency of fault understanding
corresponds to the number of tasks necessary to correctly identify and explain a
software failure. This is difficulty because at any given moment we have the option
to obtainmore results for the same task (exploit) or execute a different task (explore),
or decide to stop executing certain tasks (expire). Hence as questions like: How to
decide how many times execute a tasks? (exploitation), How to decide which task
to execute next? (exploration), How to decide when to stop executing a certain task?
(expiration).

4 Method

I investigated these problems with a method that automatically partitions work in
small independent tasks (microtasks) and distributes them to programmers (crowd)
recruited on a crowdsourcing platform (Mechanical Turk). Microtasks are automat-
ically generated from template questions that cover the program statements of the
source code that failed its unit test (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Questions and answers for each source code fragment

For each microtask, the programmers provide their beliefs on a root-cause of given
a software failure and justify their beliefs with a written explanation. Their beliefs
are expressed in an answer to a question about the possible relationship between a
program statement and the software failure. The answers are either YES, NO, or I
DON’T KNOW. Programmers are also required to provide their confidence on their
answers. To answer these questions, programmers receive the following informa-
tion: the unit test assertion, the failure message, the source code of the method that
failed the test. This information is provided to programmers on web-based interface
(Figure 3) that also collects programmers’ answers.

The outcomes ofmicrotasks are automatically aggregated by different votingmeth-
ods. The method selects the best performing subcrowds. This is done by prediction
models that were trained with attributes of programmers and tasks.

Although I automated the processes of partitioning, distribution, aggregation, and
subcrowd selection, I did not apply any automated debugging method. I purpose-
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Figure 3: Web-based GUI for the microtask

fully did so as a first study because I wanted to evaluate amethod that is independent
of automated debugging tools. This way I sought to avoid possible tool biases and
produce a baseline for future automation.

5 Contributions

1. I showed the efficacy of my method for two different designs of microtasks
and two sets of real software failures from 16 different popular open source
software projects. In the first design, I performed an experiment with 777
programmers, who executed 5705 microtasks. The best group of programmers
(subcrowd) located six out of the ten root-causes of software failures, but
with high levels of false positives (57% precision and 70% recall). For the
second microtask design, I performed an experiment with 654 programmers
who performed 2580 microtask. The most effective subcrowd comprised 133
programmers, who answered 836 questions in 33 minutes to resolve all eight
software failures with 94% precision and 65% recall at the program statement
level. Therefore, my method achieved a competitive efficiency in the second
experiment. Efficiency was measured in terms of the number of microtasks,
programmers, cost per failure, and the time needed to locate the root-causes
of all software failures.

2. I showed that models can be built to predict the accuracy of tasks. Models were
built with features (attributes) from programmers and their answers to the
microtasks. These predictive models were evaluated across different types of
software failures and source code with different sizes and complexities.

3. The aggregationmechanisms based on cardinal votingmethod performs better
than majority voting, proportional voting, and absolute threshold voting. We
validated this for both microtask designs and different software failures.
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6 Latest Results

4. I showed that the selected explanations were meaningful and effective to help
programmers to suggest bug fixes. Meaningful because explanations were
categorized in distinct classes. Effective because programmers with access to
the explanations presented higher accuracy in their bug fixes.

5. The answers produced by the crowd of programmers consist of one of the
largest publicly available datasets on code inspection tasks for bug finding.

6 Latest Results

6.1 Task selection model

To increase the speed of failure resolution I investigated how tominimize the number
of questions asked. My approach was to prioritize questions by the perceived utility
to the programmer. I experimented with two formulations: user perceived difficulty
and confidence. To evaluate these utility functions I designed an iterative algorithm
that samples, aggregates, and ranks questions (Figure 4)

Figure 4: Algorithm to evaluate the utility-based selection of microtasks. Hyper-
parameters of the algorithm in bold font

I explored the hyper-parameter space for a utility function based on the answer
confidence. The best results were obtained for the following parameterization: sam-
ple one answer per question (A1), rank only the top question to be answered (U1),
and select the top three questions (R3) as covering the failure root-causes. This en-
able to locate and explain all software failures with more than 90% precision, 100%
recall (at program statement level) and requiring less than 20% of all questions asked
(Figure 5).

6.2 Practical application

In a third experiment I evaluated the impact of the explanations on the perfect fault
understanding assumption. The experiment involved 21 software programmers and
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Figure 5: Precision and recall for various hyper-parameter values

three real software failures. These programmers were asked to suggest bug fixes
based on the failure resolution produced in the second experiment by the crowd of
programmers. I evaluated the correctness of the bug fixes in the presence and the
absence of the explanations for the root-causes identified in the second experiment.
I found that programmers who relied on explanations were more accurate in their
bug fixes. The effect of explanations on bug fix accuracy was statistically significant
(two-tailed t-test, p-value=0.0014) and had large effect (Cohen’s D = 1.13).

6.3 Publications

I obtained feedback on these results in various venues, for instance, three Dagstuhl
Seminars, two FutureSoc Symposium, International Symposium for Empirical Soft-
ware Engineering, and two SAP workshops in Berlin and Waldorf. Besides these I
published the following papers.

• ”Collective Risk Minimization via a Bayesian Model for Statistical Software Testing”
published at SEAMS 2020. In this paper I investigate togetherwithmy co-authors
the use of a Bayesianmodel to generate predictions on future needs of software
testing. While in this paper we used Binomial distribution and assume a single
cycle of update, in my thesis I use Hypergeometric distribution and multiple
cycles of belief update.

• ”Learning Utility Changes for Rule-based Self-Adaptive Systems” published at ICAC
2018. In this paper I developed and evaluated a method to compare rankings
produced by competing predictionmodels.Mymethod consists of an ensemble
of three types of similaritymetrics that count the difference in ranking positions.
This is a generic method to compare the outcome of different task prioritization
models.
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• ”Microtasking Fault Localization” published at IDOESE 2018. In this paper I de-
scribed the design of the three experiments that I performed. The paper also
discusses the implications for future work.
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I have joined the SSE (Service-Oriented SystemEngineering) research school
last October in 2019. Hence, this is my first Fall report, where I am shortly
describing my research during the first year. The research area that I am
currently focused on is Process Mining, a sub-discipline of Business Process
Management. Process mining is important for understanding the behaviour
aspects of any given organization. In a process mining project, process ex-
perts are tasked with discovering or improving the operational business
processes. They do so by analyzing event logs, the starting point of any
process mining endeavor.

My research is focused on understanding the implicit contextual infor-
mation during process discovery. To this end, I have published a paper in
International Conference on Conceptual Modeling (ER 2020) called Discovering
Data Models from Event Logs. In addition, I have submitted a report in the In-
ternational Business Process Intelligence Challenge which is still under review.
In this report I am mostly focused on these research contributions.

1 Motivation

Some examples of process mining techniques include: process discovery, which aims
at discover a process model from the recorded executions of a process; conformance
checking, which intends to compare event data with a given process model in order
to find deviations; and process improvement, where a business process model is
enriched with additional details about its performance [3].

The starting point of any process mining technique is an event log, which is purely
a collection of events [2]. In many real-world scenarios such event logs are extracted
from data warehouses of a given organizations [4]. After the extraction process takes
place the event logs are made available to business process mining experts.

Since the log is tailored to discovering and improving a business process the data
perspective is usually overlooked. Therefore the process mining experts are left with
an event log that does not provide explicit information about the context the data
it was extracted from. We argue that the data perspective is an important aspects
that complements the process mining procedure with useful information. It plays
an important role in the understandability of the event logs and consecutively the
process model.

We have introduced a semi-automatic two-step approach for discovering a com-
plementary UML data model from an event log which is tailored for process mining.
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The discovered data model provides additional insights regarding the domain spe-
cific information in the log. In addition, it can be used to enrich the mined process
with data objects, therefore, improving its readability.

2 Approach

Deriving a data model from the event log implies systematically deriving the in-
dividual UML language [8] (our language of choice) constructs: classes, class at-
tributes, and the associations between classes. To this end, we will follow a two-step
approach as depicted in Figure 1. In the first automatic step we introduce a interme-
diate representation that captures the access relation between all activities and all
attributes from the event log. This representation is called Activity-Attribute relation-
ship (A2A) diagram, which is inspired from [1]. In the second step, a set of generic
rules are applied to the A2A diagram resulting in the target data model. Afterwards,
we leave the choice to the user of the approach to review the generated data model.

Figure 1: Overview of the data model discovering approach

2.1 Derivation of the A2A Diagram

The starting step for constructing such a diagram is to identify the activities and
attributes from the event log. Therefore, we first derive the set of all activities (at the
model level). Second, all attributes, except the meta-attributes (like case identifier,
activity name and timestamp), are identified.

The next step for construction of the A2A diagram is to identify the access relation
between activities and attributes. If an activity A writes a value to an attribute Att1,
then there is an access relation between activity A and attribute Att1 (see Figure 1).
The access occurrence number (depicted over the access arrow in Figure 1, Step 2)
represent the number of times an access relation between an activity and attribute
holds in the event log independently of the case.
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2.2 Data Model Discovering

The data model generation consist in generating the data model classes with their
attributes and the associations between the classes. For the data model classes gen-
eration we look at the relations between two or more attributes in the A2A diagram
and consider whether they belong to the same data model class. After exhaustively
going through all the attributes and grouping them into UML classes, we identify
the UML associations between those classes. Defining the UML associations entails
specifying their multiplicity.

A set of rules (see Figure 2) are constructed and applied to the A2A diagram for
grouping the attributes into data model classes. These rules are organized based
on two aspects: not/isolated attributes and not/isolated activities. An attribute is
called isolated if all the activity that access it do not access other attributes. Likewise,
an activity is isolated if all the attributes it accesses are not accessed by any other
activity.

Figure 2: Rules for deriving data model classes

• isolated attributes, isolated activities –we identify the isolated access relations
in the A2A diagram, in that an attribute is accessed only by a single activity
and the activity accesses only the said attribute. In this case, the rule is to assign
all isolated attributes to separate independent UML classes. At this stage, there
is no other information in the A2A diagram that can give insights about how
the generated UML classes could be related.

• isolated attributes, non-isolated activity – we search the A2A diagram for
isolated attributes that are accessed by non-isolated activities. Similar to rule
R1, the attributes are isolated and, thus, there is no additional information on
how they can be grouped into classes. Hence, the isolated attributes will be
each assigned to a separated class.
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• non-isolated attributes, isolated activities – if at least one common activity
accesses two or more attributes, then the attributes are said to be related. We
are looking specifically for related attributes that may belong to the same class.
We argue that if an activity accesses two or more attributes with the same oc-
currence then these attributes are highly likely to be contained in a single class.
Therefore, we group these attributes based on common occurrences. However,
we cannot deduce from the A2A diagram alone whether the attributes are
accessed simultaneously by the activity. It may happen that in total these at-
tributes are accessed the same amount of time by the activity but never in the
same event. This means that the attributes are highly likely to not belong to the
same class as they seem to be accessed independently. To counter this problem
we offer the following solution.
Let EA1 be a set of events from the event log where activity A accesses attribute
1. | EA1 | denotes the access occurrence. Similarly, we define EA2 as the set of all
events where the activity A accesses attribute 2 with occurrence | EA2 |, where
| EA2 |≥| EA1 |. The decision of whether attribute 1 and 2 belong to the same
class is made based on the following function:

rel(EA1, EA2) =


one class , if EA1 ∩ EA2 = EA1

independent classes , if EA1 ∩ EA2 = ∅
dependent classes , if 0 <| EA1 ∩ EA2 |<| EA1 |

(1)

Attribute 1 and 2 belong to the same class if set EA1 is a subset of EA2 because
anytime the activity A accesses attribute 1 it also accesses attribute 2. Both
attributes define a new UML class, however, attribute 1 is marked as optional
because it is not always accessed when attribute 2 is accessed.
If the two sets are disjoint (i.e., EA1 ∩ EA2 = ∅), then attribute 1 and 2 are
not in the same class and, moreover, these classes have no association between
them. This is due to attribute 1 and 2 happening independently of each other.
Finally, there are events in which attribute 1 and attribute 2 are accessed simul-
taneously except the first case. This means that there are some events where
the attribute 1 and 2 are accessed by the same activity A but this number of
events is not the same as | EA1 |. In this case, the attributes are placed in differ-
ent classes, but the classes are still related via an bidirectional association. The
multiplicity of the association is 0..1 to * from the class containing attribute 1
to the class containing attribute 2.
In amore general case, where the number of attributeswhich share the same ac-
tivity with the same occurrence is more than two, we apply the above function
for every pair of attributes to determine the resulting classes.

• non-isolated attributes, non-isolated activities – every relation that cannot
be expressed by the previous rules is captured by this rule. Activities and
attributes are non-isolated, which mean that an attribute is accessed by several
activities and each activity accesses several attributes.
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3 Evaluation

After removing the attributes and activities that satisfied the previous three
rules we are left with an A2A diagram that contains one or more disconnected
subgraphs (i.e., interconnected activities and attributes)whichwe are referring
to as islands. In Figure 2 R4, there is only one island, but it can happen that
another set of non-isolated activities and attributes, which has no relation with
the first set, can be left in the A2A diagram. That is why we call these sets
islands.
To group the attributes into UML classes each island is decomposed into
smaller A2A diagram fragments for each activity. This means that the num-
ber of the fragments is the same with the number of activities in an island.
The attributes that are accessed by the activity are represented in the respec-
tive fragment. Hence, an attribute may appear in one or more fragments (see
Figure 3).

Figure 3: Decomposed A2A diagram into three fragments after applying the fourth
rule

The resulting fragments can satisfy either rule 1 or rule 3 but not rule 2 because
the fragments contain only isolated activities. The grouping of the attributes,
then, follows the rule 1 or 3. However, since attributes may belong to two or
more distinct fragments there is a conflicts that needs to be resolved. For exam-
ple, it might happen that the same attribute is grouped either in a standalone
UML class or in a class with some other attributes depending on the grouping
results from each fragment. In this case, we leave the choice to the user of the
approach to make a decision that better fits the overall result.

3 Evaluation

The approach presented in this report is evaluated based on two real-life event logs,
namely: Road Traffic Fine Management (RTFM) [7]; and Sepsis event log [6].

However, for sake of writing space, we describe the evaluation of our approach
based on RTFM event log, which is taken from the information systems of the Italian
police. The event log contains information regarding the road-traffic fines and in-
cludes 150.370 cases (561.470 events) that are processed by the municipality over a
three-years time period (January 2010 – June 2013). To provide a behavioral overview
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Figure 4: BPMN model discovered from the RTFM event log

Figure 5: The RTFM A2A diagram

Figure 6: The discovered Data Model from RTFM event log
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4 Future Work

of the event log, we show in Figure 4 the process model (represented as BPMN [9])
that is discovered by applying the InductiveMiner algorithm [5]. Some activities that
do not access any attribute are excluded from the process model without breaking
its meaning.

The process starts with Create Fine activity. After the fine is created it can be send
to the offender via Send Fine. The offender has the option to pay the fine immediately
after it is handed over to him (Payment). If this is not the case, the date when the
offender receives the fine is registered (Insert Fine Notification). If the payment will
not take place (i.e., within 60 days) then a penalty (Add Penalty) is added to the fine.
The offender has the option to appeal against the fine through the Judge (Appeal to
Judge) or Prefecture (Send Appeal to Prefecture). If the appeal is successful then the
process ends. Otherwise the fine is sent for credit collection (Send for Credit Collection)
marking the process terminations.

Following the rules presented above the A2A diagram (Figure 5) and the discov-
ered Data Model (Figure 6) are illustrated below.

4 Future Work

Currently I amworking on discovering the business process architecture from several
event logs which are extracted from the same domain. The main idea is to discover a
set of patterns which can explain how several business process are related together.

Another work in progress is related with the event log extraction from the redo
logs. The redo logs are part of the database recovery mechanism and provides the
information regarding the transactionsmade upon.We are aiming to extract an event
log by just considering as input the Redo logs. The motivation behind this work is
to discover the process from the Redo logs without having access to the database
schema or a deep understanding of it. In addition, we are aiming to discover the
schema from the Redo logs as well.

Furthermore, I am planning to extend the approach presented in this report to
supportmore than one event log from the same organization and to derive a common
data model that spans many discoverable business processes.
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This report describes a new approach that combines the backward design
time and forward run-time checking techniques. The backward checking is
used to find out all counterexample paths that will lead to an unsafe state
and establish an unsafe area with a radius of k. At run-time, the forward
model checking will periodically perform n steps checking from the cur-
rent state. Associated with the verification result from the development
phase, systems can perceive potential hazards k + n − 1 steps before their
happening. This approach moves the most computationally intensive task
to the design time and obtains enough confidence and reactive time using
constrained time and resources. Our work provides a complete verification
tool that can help improve the system, generate the unsafe areas towards
unsafe states, and cope with the failure at run-time.

1 Motivation

When we concern ourselves with designing a complex system, especially those who
interact with the environment and other systems a lot, e.g. a self-driving car system,
the most crucial problem is how to guarantee assurances during operation. Run-time
internal failures and external hazards may lead to severe consequences and some of
them may lead to fatal accidents.

Indeed, for some systems, we can prove their correctness at design time, but for
complicated systems, that would be extremely expensive, and sometimes it is im-
practical. For instance, acquiring an accurate model at design time for some systems
is infeasible[4]. Specific to the self-driving car system, we cannot anticipate all un-
certainties in the environment and system at design time, and the system may also
change its behavior (e.g., update its model) at run-time, which means in most cases
there is no way to design a absolute safe system.

On the other hand, run-time verification can provide systems assurance when
they face changes from the environment or system themselves. However, due to the
limitation of resources and time, run-time approaches cannot provide an accurate
and comprehensive guarantee to the system. Hence, it is necessary to explore a
seamless verification method working in both the design phase and run-time phase.

In this approach, we develop a joint verification method, which combines ad-
vantages of both design time and run-time verification. That is at design time the
verification process will do as much as possible to ensure the safety, reliability, and
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robustness of the system. These works will cover the most resource and time con-
sumption parts of the verification of the system. At the same time, the design time
verification will also prepare the data, strategies, etc. for the run-time verification. At
run-time, the system will monitor the system itself and the context. When potential
risks have been detected or the prediction of hazards occurs, the system will invoke
the coping mechanism.

2 Approaches

2.1 Introduction

In this approach, I will use two checkingmethods correspond to run-time and design
time verification. The backward checking will be used at design time to establish
the unsafe areas around the inevitable unsafe states and to help engineers pick the
proper countermeasures for each of these failures.

At run-time, the forward checking process only searches to states that are reach-
able from the current state within a fixed number of transitions. Once it detects the
boundary of the unsafe area, it can execute the emergent mechanism to cope with
the adverse situation. Combining with results from design time backward checking,
the run-time forward checking can hence give the system enough time to prepare for
potential failures or hazards. At the same time, it will reduce the time and resource
consumption of time and resource at run-time.

2.2 Use Case

Before presenting details of the work, We will first introduce the use case.
During the operation, the self-driving car will face a variety of uncertainties. These

uncertainties may come from the environment, other participants on the road, or
from the system itself and some of these uncertainties may trigger foreseeable or
unforeseeable problems.

Potential hazards at run-time:
System failure

• Power system failures.

• Electronic system failures.

• Control system failures.

Context disturbance

• Dangerous behaviors of other participants.

• Bad weather (resulting in some sensor degradation).
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Besides, there also exist plenty of hazards inside or outside the system, which
are difficult to anticipate or identified before deployment. How to deal with these
problems is another topic.

For those foreseeable failures, some of them can be excluded before deployment by
good design, verification, and validation. However, during the design time, for the
other failures, engineers can only either reduce its harm or design some emergent
mechanism to prevent its happening. For instance, engineers can design a perfect
control system for the self-driving car that can avoid any collision when other par-
ticipants behave properly (e.g., every vehicle adopts the same control strategy and
all in good condition)[5]. However, in most instances, it is impossible. Different cars
have different mechanical capacity, that means they have different control strategies.
Even for the same type of cars, after learning the driver’s habit, they also perform
differently.

In this work, we establish a simple traffic system to help describe the approach.
As depicted in Figure 1, in this system, there are three cars, one traffic lane and one
emergency lane. It is easy to see that, for the target car (the central blue car), it is
impossible to ensure absolute safety when the front and rear participants are too
close.

Figure 1: In this scenario, the target car can not ensure absolute safety without using
the emergency lane

Based on the scenario discussed above, we can establish a simple traffic system
model. It has three templates:

• Car template
The car template is a timed automaton that describes the target car that is
instantiated as ”Target” in the system. As depicted in figure 2, it has three states,
which are Normal, Approaching, and Danger. In the system, normally, the target
car is in a ”Normal” state that means the self-driving system can avoid potential
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accidents by regular driving actions(do not need to steer to emergency lane).
When neither the front car nor the rear car(instances of participant template,
see figure 3) is at ”Far” state and not both of them are at ”Close” state, then the
state of target car moves from ”Normal” through Alert/Acc_Needed/Brk_Needed
(which are committed states), and then to ”Approaching”. When both the front
and rear cars are in the ”Close” state, the state will move from ”Approach” to
”Danger”.

Figure 2: Template: Car

• Participant template
The participant template is instantiated twice in the system(Car_ f and Car_r),
which describes the front car and rear car in the traffic system, respectively. As
depicted in figure 3, it has three states, which are Far, Near, and Close. Every
transition will vary the distance between the front/rear car and the target car.
When specific distance values are reached(e.g., the threshold between Close
and Near is 100), the transition between states will take place.

Figure 3: Template: Participant
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• Order template
The order template arranges the execution order of all objects in the system(Fig-
ure 4).

Figure 4: Template: Order

2.3 Design Time Backward Checking

In this section, the backward checking method and some associated concepts are
laid out. The backward checking is used to find out all counterexample paths that
will lead to the unsafe state. It brings two advantages. First, the backward checking
processmay find out some violations (unexpected failures) in a short time, especially
when they are hidden “deeply”. These counterexamples will help the improvement
of system design. Second, as the initial state in the reversed model is the unsafe state,
the backward checking process can traverse all paths in k steps (or in a acceptable
longer k + m(m > 0) steps, in order to find out states fulfill the definition 5.3)
that will lead to this unsafe state and choose and store all states that fulfill certain
requirements (Figure 5).

The checking step k is derived from the requirements of the system emergency
behaviors. For instance, the emergency brake or steering needs some time to observe
and estimate the traffic situation to make sure the subsequent actions will not result
in another accident.

On the other hand, if states that are detected on k steps also found on k − r (0 <

r 6 k) steps, then the system’s design might be imperfect.
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Figure 5: Design Time Backward Checking and Established Unsafe Area

2.3.1 Backward Model Checking
Before conducting the backward model checking, first, it is necessary to identify
states that need to be concerned about. State suitable for this approach has following
features:

• For the target system, it is unsafe.

• Under certain circumstance, it is inevitable.

• It can be identified and well defined during development.

For a specific property φ, unsafe states of a system can be defined as follows.

Definition 5.1. Unsafe State
Let φ be the property that capture a specific hazard, and let S be the set of all states
of a system model. Sφ is the subset of S that all states in Sφ fulfill property φ. Unsafe
state is the state sn ∈ Sφ.

In the system we mentioned above, the unsafe state is Target.Danger. Based on
the scenario, there is only one traffic lane, when the front car and rear car are both
too close to the target car, then it cannot guarantee the absolute safety under regular
manipulation.

Once an unsafe state has been identified, a reversemodel of the original automaton
can be built. In the reverse model, the initial state is an unsafe state sn ∈ Sφ, and
the backward checking procedure then searches for all path fragments in k steps.

In our case study, all templates in the system are reversed (Figure 6 and 7). In the
instantiation, the initial state of target car becomes Target.Danger, and accordingly,
the initial states of the front and rear car are Car_ f .Close and Car_r.Close.

The backward model checking is defined as follows.

Definition 5.2. Backward Model Checking(BMC)
Let Sφ be the set of unsafe states. M is a state-transition system and M is its reverse
model. Backward model checking is to find all k steps initial path fragment πk in M.
Here, the initial state s0 is the state s ∈ Sφ.
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Figure 6: Reversed Car Template

Figure 7: Reversed Participant Template

The backward checking process on the reverse model generates a series of path
fragments, by which can define the unsafe boundary of a specific unsafe state. The
unsafe boundary is a subset of all system states, and all elements in it can reach the
unsafe state in k steps. The unsafe area can also be established, which is the union of
all unsafe boundaries less than k and the unsafe state itself.

Definition 5.3. Unsafe Boundary
The unsafe boundary(BMC(Sφ, k)) of a system model is defined as follows:

BMC(Sφ, k) = {s ∈ S | s′ ∈ Sφ : (s′ →k s) ∧ (s′ 9r s)} 0 < r < k

in which, Sφ ∈ S is the set of all unsafe states.

Definition 5.4. Unsafe Area
BMC(Sφ, k) is the unsafe boundary. Unsafe area of k steps(U(k)) can be defined as
follows:

U(k) =
k⋃

n=1

BMC(Sφ, n) ∪ Sφ.
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2.4 Run-time Forward Checking

The classic model checking technique explores the whole state space in a brute-force
manner [1]. At design time and for some specific systemmodels, it works. Although
it will consume considerable time and computational resources, it is still acceptable.
However, for run-time use, it is another story. In some scenarios, for example, the
system updates its model at run-time, we cannot “frozen” the system and wait for
the generation of the new state space and the termination of exhaustive verification.

There are several different approaches to conduct the run-time checking. First,
in [3], a run-time statistical model checking component has been integrated into a
self-adaptive system. Thismethod enables the system to verify properties at run-time
and adjust its performance by the tradeoff of confidence it provides and the time and
resources it requires. Second, [6] offers another perspective, that is we can migrate
the computational intensive task, i.e., model checking, to the cloud, and offer the
verification as a service. Both approaches work well in their own scenarios. However,
the first methodmay be too heavy to the self-driving system, and the secondmethod
may suffer from network latency or uncertain QoS.

In this work, we restrict the search to states that are reachable from the current state
within fixed number n of transitions(Figure 8). The number n is chosen at design
time based on the requirement of emergency actions, or modified at run-time based
on the tradeoff of accuracy and resources.

Figure 8: Run-time Forward Checking.
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2.4.1 Bounded Forward Checking
At run-time, the model checker will periodically perform the checking process from
the current state (Figure 9). Once it detects states s ∈ BMC(Sφ, k) that lead to an spe-
cific unsafe state, then it can invoke emergent actions according to this situation(e.g.,
emergent brake or steer to the emergency lane). Combining with results from design
time backward model checking, the run-time forward model checking can give the
system the ability that let the system predict the potential failure in the near future
and enough time to react (depends on the checking bound). We define the run-time

Figure 9: Combining Forward and Backward Checking

forward model checking as follow.

Definition 5.5. Forward Model Checking(FMC)
Let sc be the current state and also a safe state of a system, M be the system model,
and FMC(sc, n) is the subset of S that all states in it can be reached in n steps (not
less than n steps).

FMC(sc, n) = {s ∈ S | (sc →n s) ∧ (sc 9r s)} 0 < r < n

Forward model checking is to find out all s ∈ FMC(sc, n) such that

FMC(sc, n) ∩ BMC(Sφ, k) 6= ∅.

The backward checking on the reverse model generates unsafe areas with a radius
of k. During operation, the system search from the current state for n steps periodi-
cally (i.e., from every current state). This assures that states s ∈ FMC(sc, n) can only
be reached at n steps. Therefore, during operation, the system can be alerted to the
unsafe state in n + k − 1 steps.
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Theorem 5.1. Combination of BMC and FMC
Combining the result of k steps design time backward model checking and n steps
run-time model checking can acquire checking result of n + k − 1 steps at run-time.

FMC(sc, n) ∩ BMC(Sφ, k) 6= ∅ ⇐⇒ FMC(sc, n + k − 1) ∩ Sφ 6= ∅.

Remark. FMC(sc, n + k − 1) ∩ Sφ 6= ∅ equals that the hazard can be reached from
current (and safe) state in n + k − 1 steps.

In the case study, there is an additional template(emergency) that executes the
emergency maneuver when Target Car detects the anticipated unsafe state. It needs
some time to aware of the situation, make the decision, and perform the emergency
behaviors (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Template: Emergency

During operation, once the Target Car detects the boundary of unsafe area, it will
invoke the emergency process to cope with the potential hazard. This process will
consume T time unit to reach the final state “Action”. In the case study, n × t 6 T <

(n + k − 1)× t, where t is the maximum number of time units that needed by each
transition.

3 Evaluation

As discussed above, we use a simplified traffic system to elaborate our approach. In
this work, we use UPPAAL to establish models of this traffic system. UPPAAL is a
toolbox for modeling, verification (via automatic model-checking) and validation
(via graphical simulation) of systems modeled as networks of timed automata. it is
developed by Uppsala University and Aalborg University, and the first version was
released in 1995 [2].

In the simulation,1 first, we use the regular model checking method, and set differ-
ent initial values (distance from the target car, corresponds to a certain number of

1Configuration: 64-bit Operating system (Windows 10), Intel Core i7-6700HQ, 40GB RAM, UPPAAL
4.1.19(32-bit).
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checking steps) to the participants, then evaluate the time andmemory consumption
towards a specific property(generating the shortest path that leads to the unsafe state
”Target.Danger”). After that, we use the reversed model to conduct the backward
checking, and count the time and memory consumption under different checking
steps. In the end, we simulate the run-time forward checking process.

In this traffic system, the Target Car can only cruise or execute emergency action.
For Participants (front car and rear car), in every transition, they have three options
that are shortening, keeping, or extending the distance with the target car.

Our results of checking the whole system is shown in Table. 1.

Table 1: Time and Memory Usage with Different Initial Distance.

Initial Distance Steps
2 E<> Target.Danger

Time(s)3 Memory(KB)4

250 910 8.672 251,852
280 1090 12.297 351,324
310 1270 17.063 482,540
340 1450 21.875 611,320
370 1630 27.172 771,556
400 1810 34.547 963,612

According to the results in Table 1, it is apparent that it is hard to check the whole
system during operation. First, it cost to much time to check the whole system. Sec-
ond, this case study only focuses on a simple scenario, if there are more participant
or more complex traffic condition, the usage of time and memory will increase con-
siderably.

In the following experiment, the performance of backward checking is evaluated.
Due to the limitation of the model checker, in the system model, we test different
checking bounds(k) by setting different thresholds of Near Distance. This parameter
closely relates to the checking steps that are needed to find out the unsafe boundary.
In this experiment, the unsafe boundary is:

BMC(Sφ, k) = {Target.Alert, Target.Acc_Needed, Target.Brk_Needed}

Table 2 is the time and memory usage of the backward checking.
From the table above, we can see, the backward checking process also costs an

amount of time and resources. However, since it is executed at design time, these
costs to establish the unsafe area is acceptable.

2Search Order: Breadth First; Diagnostic Trace: Shortest.
3Average elapsed time of ten experiments.
4Average memory usage peaks of ten experiments.
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Table 2: Time and Memory Usage of Backward Checking.

Threshold of Near Distance Steps(k) Time(s) Memory(KB)
200 1209 15.62 444,348
230 1389 20.597 567,744
260 1569 25.591 706,816
290 1749 32.724 909,284
320 1929 38.642 1,077,080
350 2109 46.427 1,277,124

In the following experiments, different forward checking steps (n) are evaluated. In
practical application, the parameter n should be chosen according to the demand of
safety requirements, and here we only test performances of several certain numbers.

The evaluation of run-time forward checking is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Time and Memory Usage of Run-time Forward Checking.

Steps(n) Time(s) Memory(KB)
39 0.038 26,968
69 0.105 27,600
99 0.205 28,740
129 0.339 30,456
159 0.502 32,812
189 0.721 35,044

From the result of the forward checking simulation,we can see that combiningwith
the result from backward checking, system acquires the same confidence and the
reaction time in a much shorter checking time and cost fewer resources, comparing
with regular run-time forward checking.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

This report describes a new approach that combines the backward design time and
forward run-time checking techniques. It provides a combined verification method
that can help improve the system, generate unsafe areas, and cope with the failure
at run-time.

This method can be used in many systems. For example, for some systems, they
are either too complex to obtain a model with all details, or some crucial parameters
can only acquire from other systems or environments at run-time. Besides, some
systems will also change their configuration or behaviors when adapting to some
disturbance from the environment or system itself (e.g., self-adaptive system).
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In the next step ofmy research, I want to enhance the design time checkingmethod,
that is, not only generate the unsafe paths (counterexamples) but also generate
solutions (e.g., paths can avoid the unsafe transitions) automatically based on these
counterexamples. At run-time, the system can use these solutions directly when a
potential hazard is detected.
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This report describes my research activities in the System Analysis and
Modeling group at HPI Research School during the last six month. As a
preliminary research, we investigate different aspects of the microservice
architecture,including its characteristics, challenges and state-of-the-art so-
lutions. We also consider the concept of anomaly detection from a propaga-
tion and failure controlling perspective in microservice architecture (MSA).

1 Overview

Microservices (or microservices architecture) are cloud native architectural style
that composes many loosely coupled and independently deployable smaller com-
ponents, or services that are separated via bounded context in a single application.
These services have their own database and communications with each other over
a combination of REST APIs, event streaming, and message brokers. Microservice
Architecture appears poised to replace SOA as the dominant industry architecture.
Number of internet applications are using this approach due to its flexibility and clear
logic. The stability of microservice is thus vitally important for these applications’
quality of service. The performance quality of microservice is of vital importance to
the Internet company, because amicroservice failure can degrade the user experience
and bring economic loss. Therefore, an efficient root cause localization of online fail-
ures, which enables rapid service recovery and loss mitigation, becomes increasingly
more important for microservices. During manual diagnosis, experts target certain
kinds of metrics for troubleshooting according to microservices characteristics. In
such a case where performance degradation occurs due to anomalies, anomaly de-
tection and localization can help in capturing and tracking the anomalous behavior
that deviates from the normal behavior of Microservice functionalities.In produc-
tion operation, service deficiencies create anomalies as high latency, low throughput
and unacceptable usability which can propagate throughout the network and finally
crash the overall system. It is challenging to find root cause due to complexity of
microservices based system even for experienced Site Reliability Engineer (SRE) [7].
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2 State-of-the-Art

As a preliminary study, we investigate different research papers i.e journal, confer-
ence and extract proposed approaches, open challenges with provided solution and
futurework inmicroservice architecture. Recently, several works have been proposed
to understand how a failure is propagated across microservices and try to localize
the root cause microservice that leads to this failure.

In researchwork by Baylov et. al.[1], reference architectural approach is introduced
in order to tackle microservice system problems.It is based on Autonomic comput-
ing.This referencemodel allows services to search or register itself for self-adaptation
mechanisms when they need to respond to external environment changes. Existing
SOA reference models become base for this proposed solution and the idea that in
order to handle complexity of system and achieving high-level of objectives, self-
adaptive systems can manage themselves with minimal or no human intervention.

A tool(MicroART) based approach is proposed byDi Francesco et.al. [2].Microser-
vice architecture models are generated with the help of proposed solution that can
be managed by software architects for multiple purposes.By proposing this solution,
author aims to get the overall picture of MSA based system during runtime involve-
ment of microservices. This tool supports modeling, documenting, analysis, support
to development and deployment for designing microservice-based architectures.

In researchwork byMa,Meng, et al.[3, 4], self-adaptive root cause diagnosis frame-
work is proposed.Main goal of researchwork is to identify anomalous services based
on multiple kinds of collected metrics from frontend and backend services. Focus
of proposed solution is how to combine domain knowledge with their solution and
demonstrate its effectiveness. Instead of specifying certain kind of metrics to services,
author designed self-adaptive mechanism named MS-Rank to update weight of met-
rics and dynamically select them for diagnosis according to their history about root
cause diagnose precision. Proposed technique creates separate graph for each kind
of metric to reduce complexity instead of considering the inter-relationship between
multiple metrics. MS-Rank use constructed impact graph based on latency metrics
to run other algorithms because calling topology is difficult to obtain. AutoMAP [5]
is the tool implementation of proposed framework with few modification.

Samir, et al. [7], proposed a Detection and Localization systems for Anomalies
(DLA) that detects and locates the anomalous behavior of MSA based on response
time observation by using Hierarchical Hidden Markov Models (HHMM). The pro-
posed system is 3 fold: (1) Monitoring that collects different data such as CPU, mem-
ory, and network metrics; that is responsible for the performance of services, contain-
ers, nodes andVirtualMachine (2) Detection that detects anomalous behavior which
is observed in response time of a component; (3) Anomaly injection which simulates
anomalous performance data representing normal and abnormal conditions.

In research work by Wu, Li, et al. [8], presents MicroRCA, a system to locate
root causes of performance issues in microservices. Without using any application
instruments, real time root cause analysis is being done by MicroRCA by correlat-
ing application performance symptoms with corresponding system resource uti-
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lization.Attributed graphs become the base for root cause localization that model
anomaly propagation across services and machines.

In this paper by Qiu, Juan, et al.[6], author propose an approach for mining causal-
ity and diagnosing the root cause that uses knowledge graph technology and a
causal search algorithm. He verified the proposed method on a classic cloud-native
application and found that the method is effective.

2.1 Open Challenges and Existing Solutions

In this section, we summarized challenges that are being faced during root cause lo-
calization in microservices based systems. These are also discussed in literature and
researchers proposed different solution to tackle them using different performance
metrics. Table 1 summarize those challenges and proposed solution.

Table 1: List of Challenges, Approach and Solution for Root Cause Analysis in Mi-
croservices

Challenges Solution Approach Metrics Graph Ref
Service defi-
ciencies

Self-adaptive MS-Rank Resource con-
sumption and
latency

Completed par-
tially directed
acyclic graph
(CPDAG) i-e
Impact Graph

[3,
4]

Performance
degrade

self-contained
probabilistic
model

DLA CPU, Memory,
and Network

(HHMM) [7]

Locate root
cause

Correlation
method

Graph based Response time,
CPU,Memory

Attributed
graph

[8]

CausalityMin-
ing

Knowledge
graph technol-
ogy

dependency
graph-based
method

Cache, Memory
usage, Response
Time, Latency
time

Causality
Graph- Di-
rected acyclic
graph (DAG)

[6]

3 Future Plans

We are planning to carried out a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) in the next few
months in the area of anomaly detection,its propagation and control its negative
effects in microservices architectures. We will find out how MDE contribute in the
life cycle of cloud-agnostic microservice application development. As a result of this
SLR, we can be able to extract our research problem, existing solution and current
research gap in microservices performance analysis.
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Capturing urban areas and transport infrastructure for automated analysis
processes becomes ever more important. Laserscanning and photogram-
metry are used for scanning the environment in highly detailed resolution.
This report presents techniques for the semantic classification of 3D point
clouds from mobile mapping scans based on rendering and analyzing im-
ages. Objects of interest are primarily road markings and railroad tracks.
The approach renders 3D point cloud input data into images for which
U-Net as an established image recognition convolutional neural network
is used for the semantic classification. The results of the classification are
projected back into the 3D point cloud. An automated extraction of vector
data can be applied for detected objects to generate detailed maps. The
automatically generated shape files created by the presented process can
be further used in various GIS applications. The results of implemented
out-of-core techniques show that the approach can efficiently be applied
on large datasets.

1 Overview

3D point clouds are widely used for representing geospatial information. They have
proven to be a valuable data source for analyses as they are easy to capture even
for large areas and hold great detail of the scanned environment [34]. They are
a discrete representation of the real world and can be used for any environment
without the need for specific configuration [10]. 3D point clouds can be updatedwith
low effort and are well-suited for an automated analysis. Technically, they are stored
as an unordered collection of measurement points each featuring three-dimensional
coordinates and additional attributes, e. g., intensity values when being measured
via LiDAR [24]. The unordered and unstructured points of a 3D point cloud usually
require a semantic classification for successive usage [19]. Semantic classification is
the process of assigning each object an additional attribute that describes the type of
the object, such as “Car”, “Lamp post” or “Traffic sign – turn right”. Once individual
objects and their semantic classes have been identified, they can be used for, e. g.,
road cadastre creation or renewal [5], clearance area checks [18], and 3D modeling
[32]. Typical semantic classes enable a basic distinction between ground, vegetation,
and buildings, but many additional and very detailed classes might be required
for individual use cases, such as cars, road markings, traffic signs, or curbstones
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[20]. Figure 1 shows a 3D point cloud with classification results whereas all points
belonging to the same class are highlighted with the same color.

Figure 1: 3D point cloud colored based on semantic class: Ground (brown), vegeta-
tion (green), buildings (red), vehicles (orange), pole-like structures (blue)

Current information about the condition of traffic infrastructure is of great interest
to municipalities and traffic offices. Road markings are essential for the regulation of
traffic flow, especially in crossing situations. When planning construction sites and
after the recreation of the previous state after road works, road construction offices
require detailed information about the location of road markings. In everyday appli-
cations, navigation systems use a map with information about the number of lanes
and which lane must be used to turn into a certain direction [3]. For autonomous
driving, cars need to continuously detect road markings to keep the car in its lane
and also use a base map with lane information for anticipating the course [17].

Similarly, railroad track courses must be permanently maintained, which is an
expensive process [27]. It is important to detect, e.g., small changes in the track
height caused by wear or erosion. More and more data is to be digitized in order to
accelerate processing the information [2].

Thus, there is a need for efficiently capturing information about roads and railroad
tracks in order to automatically create maps and statistic data. Mobile mapping scans
are an established data source for the required information, 3D point clouds being
measured via LiDAR include valuable intensity data for the localization of ground
level objects and they can easily be captured in urban regions and on railroad tracks.
The intensity value represents the strength of the reflection of the scanning laser,
enabling conclusions about the structure of the surface or its material. As shown in
Figures 2 and 3, road markings by design have a much higher intensity value than
the surrounding pavement.

This report presents approaches for the semantic classification of road markings
and railroad tracks using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for visual recog-
nition in images. Convolutional neural networks are a class of networks used in
machine learning that were inspired by biological processes and find use especially
in the automated analysis of image data [14]. In the past, many techniques for the
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1 Overview

Figure 2: 3D point cloud of a crossing with road markings. Intensity values are
represented in grayscale, lighter colors have higher intensity values.

Figure 3: Examples of top-down rendered images from a 3D point cloud, showing
different types of road markings. Intensity values are represented in grayscale,
lighter colors have higher intensity values.

automated analysis of images have been made and popular frameworks have been
developed [21]. We show that those can also be used for the classification of 3D point
clouds in some use cases.

Approach The approaches use the abilities of image object detection algorithms to
automatically classify objects in 3D point clouds. Road markings have already been
analyzed in detail, railroad track detection will here only be described as a concept
that is not yet completely developed.

Road Markings Road markings are clearly visible in a top-down view of the 3D
point cloud data as shown in Figure 3. The implementation is based on a pipeline
concept capable of automatically rendering large datasets, detecting markings in
the created images, and mapping the results back into the original 3D point clouds.
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Afterwards, shapes are created for individual markings. The resulting shape file can
be used for further processing in GIS applications.

First, all input 3D point clouds are filtered in various preprocessing steps such as
ground detection and outlier removal. Second, a renderer creates square images of
these filtered 3D point clouds. Third, the rendered images are classified using the
previously trained neural networks and the results are mapped back into the 3D
point cloud. Finally, vector data is created for the individual markings.

Railroad Tracks In theory, the same approach could be used for railroad tracks.
However, complex track switch configurations and the shadowing effects on parallel
tracks lead to a low detection accuracy. Instead, upright cross sections in the direction
of travel can be used.

Laser scanners mounted on trains usually scan in so called “scan profiles”: The
laser of the scanner rotates several times a second in a circle to accurately scan a
cross-section of the surrounding area. If the scanner ismoved continuously, the entire
environment can be recorded. A scan profile, such as shown in Figure 4, corresponds
to one of these cross sections. If the scanner is moved, a scan profile is not actually a
closed circle, but a section of a Helix. When being cut in parts, each of these parts
can be considered being roughly located within a disk. Thus, in railroad context,
the rails on which the measuring train moves must be included in each of the scan
profiles.

Figure 4: 3D point cloud of two parallel railroad tracks in a tunnel with visualized
scan lines. All points on the same scan line are shown in the same color.

Each of the scan profiles can individually be rendered as an image which can
then be used for railroad track detection. Either, a U-Net classification similar to
the approach for road markings could be used, or the images are analyzed with
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predefined characteristics for track height and the distance between the parallel
rails.

Vector Data Generation Shape files are used to describe vector-based geospatial
data. They can contain different types of shapes, such as points (positional data) and
polygons (areal data). Each shape can have arbitrary attribute-value pairs, describing
additional information available for this specific shape.

The presented approach for road markings creates polygonal shapes for all de-
tected road markings, showing their precise location, size and orientation. Each
shape gets an additional attribute describing the semantic class of the road marking
in this position, which can then be used for, e. g., coloring all road marking types
with different colors. Depending of the type of road marking, different approaches
for the shape creation are used, as explained below.

The resulting files can be used in various GIS applications for subsequent tasks.
Figure 5 shows the rendering of an automatically created shape file.

Figure 5: Automatically created shape file with shapes for individual road markings.
Different colors represent different semantic classes.
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When creating convex hulls for rectangular road markings, these often have rough
edges, resulting in a noisy visualization. A better approach is therefore the represen-
tation via oriented rectangles, concerning width, height and orientation of the road
marking.

To create shapes for lines consisting of individual parts, where neighboring line
segments should have the same orientation, larger clusters are created. Lines from
the same type are collected into a combined cluster, as long as the distance to the
next neighboring line is smaller than a given threshold and the orientation does only
differ by a small amount. This prevents taking lines at corners which are oriented
perpendicular to each other into the same cluster. For each of these larger clusters,
the orientation can now be determined on the points of all road markings that are
part of this cluster. All of the rectangles in the cluster will then be oriented in the
calculated direction.

Arrows on the road are used to show which lane must be used for which direction
at a crossing. There is only a relatively small number of arrows that are used in
almost all situations, namely those pointing left, straight, right, and any combination
of those. For this reason, templates of arrow shapes can be used. These templates
are placed on the position where an arrow marking was found. The orientation is
determined as best-fit in a way that they are covering the largest number of points
of the detected road marking. Using templates results in clearly shaped arrows in
the final result.

For other markings, such as barred areas and intersecting lines, the shapes are
constructed based on a grid measuring which grid cells contains points of the road
marking. Those cells containing points define the area that should be spanned by
the created shape. A polygon is generated by iterating over all outer cells at the
border of the marking, the respective outermost point will be used as a vertex for the
generated polygon, resulting in a shape fitting closely to the detected road marking.
The Douglas-Peucker algorithm [7] is used for shape simplification.

Related Work 3D point clouds commonly serve as base data to automatically de-
rive 3D city models and landscape models [28] for many different use cases in urban
planning for local authorities, companies, or individuals [33]. As showcased by sev-
eral existing tools, cadastral data can be visualized in combination with 3D point
clouds to provide additional context and further facilitate the visual analysis and
task-oriented exploration of captured data sets [1]. High density point information
can be analyzed and creating large models gets possible, requiring only minimal
manual effort [25]. Besides, aerial captures of 3D point clouds, mobile mapping
techniques are widely used [16]. Mobile mapping scans can be used to, e. g., auto-
matically extract road networks, or to analyze road surfaces [11], as well as for the
reconstruction of building facades.

Formany use cases the automated semantic analysis of 3D point clouds is amanda-
tory preparation. Examples include ground detection, tree analysis, cadastre compar-
ison, or automated 3Dmodel generation. Semantic classification can be performed by
two fundamentally different approaches: Semantic per-point surface category infor-
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mation can be derived by analyzing a 3D point cloud’s topology [6] or by applying
deep learning concepts [4].

Traditionally, explicit rules are defined to distinguish semantic classes by geometric
attributes [8]. 3D point clouds can be segmented into local groups of points with,
e. g., similar surface directions [23]. Each of these segments can then be analyzed
with regard to their size and orientation. Large, vertical surfaces would, for example,
be identified as building facades, whereas groups of points whose corresponding
surface normals are pointing into many different directions usually represent part
of vegetation [35]. An alternative approach uses machine learning techniques to
identify the semantic classes of objects by using previously trained neural networks
[39]. Such networks use an already classified dataset for training and learn to predict
the semantic class for individual points or groups of points in new, unknowndatasets.
In recent years, using the internal structure of the 3D point clouds themselves has
become increasingly popular, as exemplified by PointNet and similar networks [22].
However, those approaches often focus on small datasets of separated objects and
require large training datasets.

Detecting objects in image data is a relevant research field for many application
fields, such as face recognition, license plate identification or medical imagery anal-
ysis. Viola et al. present an image object detection algorithm which can be used to
detect, e. g., faces in images [31]. U-Net, originally developed in a medical context,
is nowadays widely used for image segmentation [26]. It enables the automated
detection of specific areas in images, such as cancer cells but also roads in aerial
images [38]. The extraction of road marking information from images taken from
a car is discussed by Vacek et al., who detect lanes and arrows markings [29]. Veit
et al. present an approach to evaluate the performance of algorithms for the road
marking detection in images in general [30].

Yang et al. use the reflective properties of road markings to extract them from
LiDAR point clouds [36]. Similarly, Guan et al. present how mobile laser scanning
data can be used for an extraction of road markings [9]. They perform a curb-based
road extraction, followed by rendering intensity images of the 3D point cloud and
a final extraction step, segmenting the areas containing road markings. Yu et al.
take this approach one step further by distinguishing seven specific types of road
markings by five classification methods [37].

Multiple authors describe possible approaches for railroad track detection in mo-
bile mapping scans [12, 13, 15]. Image-based classification and the usage of character-
istics in individual scan lines have not yet been examined in detail to the knowledge
of the author.

Future Work Besides road markings, the implementation can also be used to iden-
tify manhole covers and similar structures on the road, if labeled data sets with
training data for the neural network are available.

The approach for railroad tracks is still to be implemented, allowing for the auto-
mated identification of rails and maybe also ties and balises, as well as the extraction
of generalized rail network planswhich are essential for themaintenance and surveil-
lance of such infrastructure.
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In the future, we envision the ever increasing affordability of 3D scanning tech-
nology to result in scans being conducted more and more regular and by a larger
variety of sensor systems, eventually leading to data sets that get updated every few
minutes. The size of those data sets would dwarf that of today’s scans, thus further
necessitating the use of efficient classification approaches like the one described in
this report.
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Humans can estimate the shape of a wielded object through the illusory
feeling of themass properties of the object obtained using their hands. Even
though the shape of hand-held objects influences immersion and realism in
virtual reality (VR), it is difficult to design VR controllers for rendering de-
sired shapes according to the perceptions derived from the illusory effects
of mass properties and shape perception. We propose Transcalibur, which
is a hand-held VR controller that can render a 2D shape by changing its
mass properties on a 2D planar area. We built a computational perception
model using a data-driven approach from the collected data pairs of mass
properties and perceived shapes. This enables Transcalibur to easily and
effectively provide convincing shape perception based on complex illusory
effects. Our user study showed that the system succeeded in providing the
perception of various desired shapes in a virtual environment.

1 Introduction

Intensive developments in computing power and the increasing resolution of dis-
plays have enabled virtual reality (VR) to become accessible for everyone and at any
location. With the growing demand for rich immersion and realism in VR along high
audiovisual fidelity, there is a significant need for haptic feedback techniques since
interaction between virtual object and users is essential for VR. Thus, the number of
haptic devices for VR has been proposed that are mainly focused on providing force
[2, 3, 8, 10, 12] or texture or tactile feedback [17]. As for immersion, the sensation
of the shape of the wielded object in VR is also important. Because conventional VR
controllers cannot render the shape of virtual objects, they thus lack immersion and
realism.

We propose a weight shifting controller for dynamic 2D haptic shape rendering.
The resulting device Transcalibur has a weight shifting mechanism and angle mech-
anism that alters mass properties in a 2D planar area, which allows for rendering
various shape sensation.

Although psychological studies have revealed how the mass properties or inertia
of the wielded object affect the perceived shape of an unseen object, deterministic
mapping between the mass property and the perceived shape cannot be derived
owing to the nonlinearity of human perception characteristics. This makes it difficult
to manually adjust and configure Transcalibur’s weight positions. In this paper, we
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Target Shape Predicted Configuration

controller configurations

data collection

obtained data pairs

computational
perception model

Figure 1: Transcalibur renders shape using the computational perception model ob-
tained by data collection. The collected data is fit to the regression model, which
predicts the optimal configuration of the controller for the target shape in VR.

also applied a data-drivenmethod to determine the best physical state of Transcalibur
for the desired object to render in VR: namely the Computational Perception Model.

Figure 1 shows our approach. Based on the object shown in VR, the shape of
the controller that users grasp is dynamically changed so that its shape perception
matches the target object.

2 Transcalibur

Transcalibur is a hand-held VR controller that dynamically and illusorily changes
the perceived shape of a 2D object. Figure 2 shows the hardware overview of the
Transcalibur. The weight moving mechanisms on the controller changes its 2D mass
properties, which provides various shape perceptions for the user in VR. The per-
ceived shape can be rendered based on a perception model which is built by precol-
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2 Transcalibur

Spur gear

*simplified
Rack gear

Assembled Prototype:

Arm length : 215mm

=72g

lead balls

width 

height 

depth 

weight

:  110 - 470mm

: 190 - 380mm

: 40mm

: 400g

Figure 2: Mechanical design of the proposed device. The angular mechanism (left
bottom) and weight shifting mechanism (right bottom) are actuated by a motor
through the worm (red) and the worm wheel (yellow).

lected perception data through our experiment. In this section, we describe the core
concept of Transcalibur.

2.1 Computational Perception Model on Haptic Shape Illusion

When we grab and wiggle an object, we feel the object through haptic sensation:
the skin on the hand in contact will be stretched and the muscles and tendons of
the arm will contract. This means that humans can guess what s/he is holding even
when their eyes are closed. Researchers in psychology have revealed that the mass
properties of an object, such as rotational inertia and center of gravity, affect the
perception of what shape of the object people are wielding [9, 11, 15, 16]. This occurs
even when the actual shape differs from the perceived shape. That being said, we
can illusorily present various sensations of wielded objects through changes in the
mass properties of the object. We call this Haptic Shape Illusion. By utilizing this
effect, we can simulate the shape of a wielded object without using the actual shape
of a targeted object.

This will allow the system to reduce the spatial cost when provided with a large
object such as a longsword or an axe in the game as it is important to provide vari-
ous haptic sensations at a low cost in conventional VR systems for the public. Our
approach is to simulate haptic feedback through the illusion. Transcalibur aims to
provide such an effect dynamically using just a single controller.
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Haptic shape illusion involves utilizing the perceptual illusion existing between
the mass properties of a wielding object and shape perception. However, in most
cases, this relation makes it difficult to predict how or howmuch of the illusion effect
could occur, especially for a VR experience designer, owing to the nonlinearity of
human perception, which means that what one perceives is not always consistent
withwhat one is actually exposed to. Even if the type of sensory input and perceptual
phenomenon are clarified through previous psychology studies, their mappingmust
be restudied and reoptimized when a device or an environment that we assume is
different from the one observed in previous studies. Even though this procedure
is necessary for constructing this type of interface, finding the mapping through
psychophysics studies that repeatedly presents different sensory stimuli to determine
the occurrence of the perceptual phenomenon requires considerable time and effort.

To overcome this problem, we apply the Computational Perception Model to this
device. This approach allows providing haptic feedback based on actual human
perception data. We collect data pairs of physical configurations of Transcalibur
(positions of weight modules on the controller) and the shapes displayed in VR
for users and fit to the machine learning model. Then, from the desired shape that
we want to display in VR, we derive Transcalibur configurations from the trained
model. In this manner, we can easily and efficiently design and provide haptic shape
experiences for various users.

3 Related Work

3.1 Haptic Display for VR

There are numerous projects that deal with increasing immersion and realism in
VR by providing various types of haptic feedback. A force feedback system with
mechanical linkages is used to simulate contact against a human body. Linkages on
the hand [3, 6, 18] or fingers [2, 13] are used to simulate grasping virtual objects.
Collisions on the fingers are simulated as well [13]. Actuators are attached to a
conventional VR controller to combine tracking and button input capability with
a force feedback system [14]. These force feedback systems require a number of
actuators, especially for 6-DoF force feedback, that have to be grounded, and this
makes the mechanism more complicated and expensive. Propeller for aerobotics
or drones are applied [7, 8, 12] to provide force feedback as well, but they emit
considerable noise and wind while being used, which is distracting for an immersive
VR experience.

3.2 Shape perception, Displays, and Applications for VR

Researchers in the psychological field explored the underlying mechanisms of the
ability of estimating size and shapes of the wielded object. “Dynamic Touch” named
byTurvey et al. [15] has been investigated through various psychological experiments
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[16]. Based on these results, it has been observed that the principal component of
the object’s inertia tensor plays a significant role in perceiving shape.

Several haptic displays for shape perception have been proposed. As for a Tabletop-
type, shape displays using a 2D array of linear actuators are proposed [4] to render
the geometric surface of the virtual object. shapeShift enables to track and freely
move the array shape display and renders the shape of a spatially registered object.
Zhao et al. [20] proposed a self-assembling multi-robot system to present a physical
equivalent of the target object. However, these types of devices require severalmotors
and mechanical components. Benko et al. [1] utilized a displacement on a fingertip
to render the shape of a virtual object in VR. However, these types of devices require
several motors and mechanical components.

Shifty [19] is a VR controller that simulates the length of the object by moving the
weight on the stick, and the motion is tracked by a VR system so that the users can
feel its change along the length in VR. This device also enables thickness rendering,
but the variety of the shape rendered by this device is constrained in a 1D symmetric
shape.

4 Perception Model Design

For computational derivation of shape of the hand-held controller for desired shape
feedback, we conducted data collection using our prototype. Then, the collected data
pairs are fitted as a linear regression model that provides the predicted shapes that
matches the target object in VR. In this section, we explain howwe build a perception
model that maps the physical state of Transcalibur to the users’ shape perception in
VR.

4.1 Mapping from Controller to Virtual Shape

As a previous work on computational fabrication of hand-held controller [5] pro-
posed, we assumed a perception model f that maps the physical configuration of
the controller φ to the perceived shape of the wielded object in VR ψ:

f : φ 7→ ψ (1)

Transcalibur has four configuration parameters: positions of the weight module
on the arms, and angles of the angular mechanism of the arms. In this manner,
Transcalibur can change its inertia moment and center of gravity, then alter shape
perception of an hand held object. Since we want to give a perceived object mapped
to a mechanical configuration of Transcalibur instead of directly calculating inertia
tensor, we represent this as φ = (pr, θr, pl , θl) and φi as i-th obtained through the
data collection experiment.

On the contrary, we represent the perceived object using its 2D boundary box of
the object and its center of gravity (CoG) as ψ = (H, W, Gx, Gy), where an obtained
i-th data is written ψi as well. Our goal is to provide the best estimate of the shape
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of the controller φ from the model f , given the target perceived object ψ in VR. We
describe the manner in which we collected data, built the model, and estimated the
values.

4.2 Collecting Perceived Shape Data

4.2.1 Experiment Set
In the data collection experiment, we provided the participants with various shapes
of the controller and asked them to report the perceived shapes in VE. This generates
matched pairs of (φi, ψi), which are used to build a regression model for the train-
ing data. To collect various shapes over a wide range within the constraints of the
user study, we manually defined the number of shapes to provide in VE. The mass
properties of the controller presented and the exact values used for configurations
are shown in Figure 3. Because we consider those shapes that will remain the same
when the controller is flipped, 49 − (49 − 7)/2 = 28 different configurations of the
controller are presented to the participants.

Figure 3: Illustrated configuration variables of Transcalibur (pr, θr, pl , θl). The red
circles illustrate the positions of the weight module (left). Group of variables used
in the experiment (right).

4.2.2 VR System
In the data collection experiment, participants wore a HTC Vive head-mounted
display (HMD) that was tracked by its motion capture cameras (VIVE lightroom).
The VE is run on Unity game engine, and deployed using a gaming PC (iiyama
LEVEL infinity, Intel Core i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40 GHz, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080),
and a joypad (Sony Playstation DUALSHOCK4) is utilized for user input. A Vive
tracker is attached to Transcalibur for motion tracking and wireless communication.
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In the VE, participants can see a virtual handle in the exact same size and position as
the actual Transcalibur and can move/operate it naturally. On the top of the handle,
four red rectangular plates are mounted, and users can adjust their heights and
widths using the joypad.

di = (Hru, Wru, Hrd, Wrd, Hlu, Wlu, Hld, Wld)i (2)

These eight variables are converted into four variables representing a rectangular
bounding box the shape and a Center of Gravity (CoG) coordinates (H, W, Gx, Gy).
As described in the section ”Mapping from Controller to Virtual Shape”, this de-
scription makes simpler to represent the mass property of the perceived object, and
easier for mathematical model to fit the training data. Participants were then asked
to adjust these eight variables with the trigger button and arrow keys of the joypad
such that the virtual appearance matched the haptically perceived shape. We also
presented hardware having an acrylic square plane identical to the initial size of
the VR object as a reference controller to control the assumptions for the material
displayed in VR, which may otherwise differ among participants. We consider that
the weights of the VIVE tracker, which is attached to Transcalibur, and acrylic square
plane controller affect the perception of the shape; therefore, the 3D model of the
VIVE tracker is also visually presented in VR (Figure 4).

Width/Height
adjust

Toggle adjusting
rectangle

Figure 4: In the data collection experiment, a participant grabs and wiggles the Tran-
scalibur with their dominant hand and uses joypad with their non dominant hand.
In VE (right) the participants can see the adjustable shape. Participants can use
the gamepad to adjust the shape parameters (upper-right).
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4.3 Regression Models and Results

Using the obtained data pairs, we performed regression analysis to build a map f
from the configurations of the controller onto the perceived shapes. For each param-
eter in φ, we used a linear regression model and trained model ψ = f (φ; A, b) to
describe the perceived shape ψ = φA + b, where A ∈ R4×4, b ∈ R1×4 as parameter
and φ, ψ ∈ R1×4 as an input and output data.

E = EH + EW + EGx + EGy (3)

where each cost can be described using the perceived height H, width W and CoG
(Gx, Gy) and the target height Htarget, width Wtarget, and CoG (Gx

target, Gy
target).

EH = || fH(pr, θr, pl , θl)− Htarget||2 (4)
EW = || fW(pr, θr, pl , θl)− Wtarget||2 (5)
EGx = || fGx(pr, θr, pl , θl)− Gx

target||2 (6)
EGy = || fGy(pr, θr, pl , θl)− Gy

target||2 (7)

To obtain an optimal controller shape φ∗, we defined the following optimization
problem with the hardware constraints of the controller.{

φ∗ = argminφ E

s.t. 0 ≤ pr, pl ≤ 125, 0 ≤ θr, θl ≤ 90
(8)

We used COBYLA optimizer for solving the linear regression prediction and exe-
cuted the solution in the Python Scikit-learn environment. Figure 5 shows examples
of the predicted shapes of the controller calculated by the optimizer, which are later
used in the evaluation experiments.

1

6 7 8 9 10

2 3 4 5

Figure 5: Ten pairs of physical properties of Transcalibur and their corresponding
virtual shapes provided in the experiment. Each configuration of Transcalibur is
predicted from the linear regression model.
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5 Model Evaluation

5 Model Evaluation

To measure the validity of the perception model, we conducted validation experi-
ments. We prepared ten shapes to present in the VE, which can be described using
the same parameter format di as that of the data collection experiment (Figure 5).
The ten virtual shapes were manually determined such that variations in height,
width, symmetricity, and asymmetricity of the target shapes could be evaluated.

5.1 Results

Answered shape by the participants

A
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l t

ar
ge

t s
ha

pe

Figure 6: Confusion matrix derived from the results of the experiment. Each row
shows ratio [%] of the actual target shape answered as the test shape in VR.

Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix derived from the accuracies of the selected
shapes of the object.

Overall, our perception model succeeded in providing various target shapes in VR
for Transcalibur, leaving a few shapes with confusions on shapes 4 and 5 or 8 and 9.
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6 Conclusion

We introduced Transcalibur: the weight moving VR controller for 2D haptic shape
illusion.We implemented a hardware prototype, which can change its mass property
in 2D planar space, and applied data-driven methods to obtain maps between mass
property and perceived shape. Based on the demonstration and experiment, we
succeeded in rendering various shape perceptions through the controller based on
pre-computed perception model. As a future work, we further investigate details on
time factor of shape changing in VR, and we aim to develop a simpler design and
yet maximizes range of rendering shape.
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FPGA accelerators offer important performance and efficiency benefits in
increasingly heterogeneous compute infrastructures. Domains like cloud or
service-oriented computing could benefit from this, but their multi-tenant
nature limits the effective use of accelerator resources: The simultaneous
execution of tasks from different tenants on a the same FPGA usually lacks
firm isolation guarantees as well as per-task customizability.

My current research is focused on adapting established resource manage-
ment and isolation concepts from operating systems for general-purpose
compute platforms to the unique characteristics of FPGA accelerators.

1 Overview

The ever increasing volume and performance demands of compute workloads, cou-
pled with physical and architectural limitations of general-purpose compute plat-
forms to satisfy them, has led many application domains to shift focus towards
accelerators in heterogeneous system architectures. Especially FPGA accelerators
promise a very efficient computation, because they can be customized to accomo-
date a specific workload and avoid overheads present in fixed-function accelerators.

In certain domains like service-oriented and cloud computing, a single compute
platform can serve multiple requests, users or organizations (tenants) simultane-
ously. On general-purpose platforms, sharing between tenants is facilitated by well
established resource abstraction mechanisms on the hardware and operating system
level. In contrast, FPGAs do not offer such mechanisms by default. If required for a
certain use-case, they must be built into the FPGA design just like other parts of the
application logic.

Consequently, resource management facilities in FPGAs are specific to a partic-
ular design, and might change when the FPGA is reconfigured. Furthermore, the
correctness of their implementation depends on application developers and thus on
a wider and less specialized circle than with fixed function hardware. With fixed
function hardware, resource management mechanisms are usually standardized,
implemented by small and specialized teams of engineers and under the scrutiny of
large user groups.

In addition, advanced resource management mechanisms must contend with the
actual application logic for a limited amount of FPGA resources. Thus the cost of
design features required to share the FPGA can even defeat the expected utilization
and throughput improvements by limiting the application logic performance.
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At the current state of the art, the combination of these factors results in FPGA
accelerators being usually operated in a single-tenant model. This limits the scala-
bility of FPGA solutions in large scale cloud computing scenarios and also sacrifices
utilization of valuable accelerator resources.

1.1 Context

Multi-Tenancy The term multi-tenancy originates from the domain of cloud com-
puting and describes a Software-as-a-Service product, where multiple customers
share access to a single application instance [2, 14]. In contrast to the more heavy-
weight approach of providing isolated application instances per customer, multi-
tenancy can acheive better utilization and resource sharing. However, without fur-
ther provisions, multi-tenancy enables interactions between tenants, which might
be undesirable. In this context, Tsai et. al. [24, Sec. 3.1] identified three major design
criteria:

• Resource sharing.

• Isolation.

• Customization.

In a more general sense, multi-tenancy can be applied outside the original SaaS
context: In this report I will use the term whenever a resource (e.g. application,
execution environment, hardware unit) is shared between multiple independent
tenants, without being partitioned according to each tenant. Thus, multi-tenancy
on a hardware level can encompass running multiple threads on the same CPU
core using simultaneous multithreading, where each thread is considered a tenant.
Similarly, on the operating system level,most systems supportmulti-tenancy through
the concurrent execution of multiple independent processes on the same machine.

This relates multi-tenancy to the concept of virtualization, which according to
Singh [21] means the division of the resources of a single machine into multiple
execution environments. In this sense it might apply to an operating system, which
offers each process its own execution environment. Nevertheless, the current use of
the term usually implies an additional layer between the hardware and an operating
system, running multiple virtual machines with individual operating systems on
a single hardware platform. In both meanings, virtualization can be considered a
technique to realize multi-tenancy. However, an application would not be considered
multi-tenant just because it serves multiple tenants through individual instances
running virtualized on the same machine.

Accelerators Accelerators are a crucial component in heterogeneous system archi-
tectures: In contrast to conventional general-purpose compute resources like CPUs,
special-purpose accelerators are tailored to execute only one particular workload
class efficiently. This limited applicability enables workload-specific optimizations,
so that the accelerator can outperform general-purpose CPUs in terms of throughput,
latency, or energy efficiency.
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Usually, accelerators operate within a host system, which also features general-
purpose compute resources and an operating system managing the entire platform.
Processes can access accelerator functionality by attaching the corresponding accel-
erator device. In most cases, this operation only enables the process to control the
accelerator, but with coherently attached accelerators, it also gives the accelerator
access to the processes address space [23].

The most widely deployed class of accelerators are GPUs, which are tuned for
floating-point intensive computations with limited control flow complexity. Besides
computer graphics, this characteristic is useful for many scientific computing and
machine learning applications. Recently, with the significant increase in the volume
of machine learning workloads, even more specific accelerators like TPUs [7, Ch.
7.4] have been designed to match their finer characteristics.

This dynamic reveals a central issue with accelerator development in contrast
to general-purpose hardware: Due to very high hardware development costs, an
accelerator design must be general enough to match a minimum volume of work-
loads, in order to make its development economical. FPGA accelerators can offer a
solution to this dilemma. Though being themselves general-purpose compenents
benefitting from large production volumes, FPGAs can be configured to realize a
custom accelerator design. They consist of a configurable fabric with logic primitives
and an interconnect, and can thus implement any digital circuit within the fabric
capacity. FPGA accelerators can be reconfigured at runtime with latencies in the
low seconds to milliseconds range, enabling the accelerator to adapt to changing
workload profiles.

1.2 Concept

Multi-tenancy in an FPGA accelerator means, that it can be attached to multiple
independent processes and process their computation tasks simultaneously. This
gives rise to analogous design requirements as for the SaaS interpretation of multi-
tenancy:

Resource Sharing Tasks from multiple tenants must be handled by the FPGA
simultaneously. Nevertheless there could be an upper limit to the amount of simulta-
neously processed tasks, depending on the overhead introduced by each single task.
Most accelerated workloads involve waiting for FPGA-external resources besides
computation, including accesses to various memory tiers or communication links.
Therefore, it is usually efficient to implement true sharing of FPGA fabric resources
instead of just partitioning them between tenants. This however requiresmaintaining
the association between tenants and their data items while they are being processed,
which constitutes an overhead with respect to a statically partitioned architecture.

Isolation Tasks from different tenants must not be able to interfere with each other.
There is a wide variety of finer interpretations for this requirement. The simplest take
on the point is that no tenant should be able to affect the correctness of the compu-
tations performed for a different tenant. A stricter version, which is also commonly
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employed between operating system processes, requires that a tenant can neither
influence the computation results of another tenant nor gain any information about
it.

In addition, some degree of performance isolation might be desirable. In the ex-
treme case this means that the execution performance for any single tenant should
be completely independent from the activity of other tenants. This extreme interpre-
tation is not practical due to the finite nature of compute resources and the difficulty
of predicting task behavior accurately. More relaxed versions of the performance
isolation criterion like fair resource allocation between tenants are of practical im-
portance.

Customization The execution environment should be adaptible to the specific re-
quirements of each tenant. Offering tenants the full configurability of the FPGA fab-
ric, though possible by means of partial reconfiguration [12], would either involve
a static partitioning between tenants including the associated suboptimal fabric uti-
lization, or else incur significant task transition overheads [16, Sec. 5.1]. In most use
cases, the workload characteristics of each tenant are closely related, resulting in a
much smaller configuration space. This can be accomodated within a single fixed
FPGA design by providing a set of runtime configuration options. Nevertheless, this
set of parameters must be maintained per tenant and applied to each compute facil-
ity with each transition between tenants. Depending on the nature of the compute
facilities and size of the configuration space, this might involve significant overheads,
opening an interesting field of tradeoffs between configurability and efficiency.

A realization of the aforementioned requirements can not be achieved within an
FPGA design alone. Though the design could make suitable provisions for multi-
tenancy, it requires support from the host system to allowmultiple processes to attach
the FPGA accelerator. In the most convenient case, the host operating system tracks
all attached processes and automatically adds a trustworthy process identification to
every accelerator interaction. Alternatively, if the operating system does not support
this feature or if only a single process can attach the accelerator exclusively at any
time, a host-side middleware layer is necessary. A special daemon process can bind
the accelerator on behalf of multiple actual tenants, forward their interactions and
perform the role originally ascribed to the operating system. Though offering more
design flexibility, this approach adds a level of indirection, which might cause a
significant performance bottleneck.

Furthermore, the FPGA-side implementation ofmulti-tenancy offers several choices.
The simplest case would be a monolithic FPGA design, which includes custom re-
source abstractionmechanisms. This approach can be very efficient in terms of FPGA
fabric utilization, as only a minimum set of mechanisms can be included as required
by the particular application. On the other hand, the correctness of the implementa-
tion and thus the potential for isolation breaches depends on an application devel-
oper. For this reason and also to reduce development costs, most practical designs
rely on the re-use of usually expert-designed IP-blocks [25]. This approach, compa-
rable to using a library in the software context, supports application developers by
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offering predefined resource abstraction mechanisms they can employ in a custom
design. Nevertheless, it does not guarantee, that all shared resources are exclusively
accessed through such abstraction mechanisms, as application developers might still
access some resources directly. FPGA overlays [10] are an answer to this problem,
as they wrap all available resources in a global abstraction layer, so that any access
by the application design necessarily goes through the overlay. Similar to using a
framework in the software context, an overlay can assure the correct use of the shared
resources and also provide a more convenient interface for application developers.
Nevertheless, overlays still leave some potential for isolation breaches. The applica-
tion design usually maintains some internal state, which can not be controlled by
the overlay and thus might leak between tasks of different tenants. Consequently, a
suitable overlay architecture can significantly reduce the development effort for a
robust multi-tenant FPGA accelerator design, but any firm guarantees still depend
on application developers.

2 Approach

I will base a concrete multi-tenancy implementation on the currently single-tenant
Metal FS framework. It is a research prototype we have developed at our group [20].

2.1 Metal FS

The Metal FS framework is a hardware-software codesign, incorporating an FPGA
overlay architecture as well as a middleware layer for the host system.

Metal FS is built on top of the CAPI SNAP framework [26], which is maintained
by the OpenPOWER foundation. It wraps the coherent host memory access and
control mechanisms provided by the underlying CAPI interface into a set of industry
standard AXI interfaces, which offers sufficient abstraction to ensure easy portability
to other emerging coherent accelerator interconnect technologies.

Metal FS realizes a dataflow model [15], where computations are orchestrated
by the flow of data between operations. Logically, a Metal FS task is a stream of
data elements, that passes through a pipeline of operators. This is a coarse-grained
interpretation of the dataflow model, because operators are not limited to primitive,
single cycle operations, but can realize complex calculations. An operator is an ap-
plication specific hardware module with a single input and a single output stream,
and operates within the Metal FS overlay.

The Metal FS overlay provides the data stream infrastructure, including a runtime-
configurable stream routingmechanism between operators, as well as DMA facilities
to read or write data streams to memory buffers.

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the Metal FS overlay. The central Stream
Switch implements the routing mechanism and is configured via control registers
accessible to a controlling host process. In addition, there is at least one built-in Host
Memory DMA operator, to supply a data stream from reading successive host mem-
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Figure 1: Metal FS overlay architecture. hmem and ctrl represent the CAPI SNAP
host memory and control register interfaces respectively. An example pipeline
configuration with two operators is shown.

ory locations or terminate a stream by writing it back to host memory. Each operator
can expose custom configuration parameters through the control register interface.

The host side middleware offers different levels of access to the accelerator design.
The foundation is formed by a library, which encapsulates the discovery of available
operators, configuration of operator pipelines, and the initiation of data stream trans-
formations. It can be used by a single application to interact with the accelerator on
a high level of abstraction.

Older versions of the CAPI interface do not support attaching the same accelerator
design to multiple processes. Therefore Metal FS offers a daemon process, which
binds the FPGA card and presents the available operators in a virtual filesystem.
Users on the host system can interact with the accelerator by piping data through
the placeholder binaries in the Metal FS filesystem.

Currently, both the overlay and the host software support only a single active
pipeline configuration at any given time. If multiple commandline users initiate a
Metal FS task independently, these tasks are serialized by the host software.

2.2 Design Space

Multi-tenancy is a desirable feature for the Metal FS framework. Depending on the
application domain, the complete set of operators deployed in a Metal FS design is
likely to be larger than the set of active operators in an average pipeline configuration.
Consequently, a higher utilization can be achieved by allowingmultiple concurrently
active tasks. Each task gets a customization space including the number and order of
operators deployed in the pipeline, as well as the configuration parameters offered
by each operator. Isolation between tasks means that no task can access items from
another task’s data stream, as well as configuration parameters and operator state
specific to another task.
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These requirements openwide design space of valid implementations anddifferent
tradeoffs between performance and complexity.

For certain applications, a valid solution can be implemented within the host
software alone: Many operators like filters or functional transformations do not
maintain their state across the entire data stream, but only over a fixed logical unit
within that stream. If the entire application design is comprised of such operators,
the host software can implement a time multiplex scheme between tasks without
support from the FPGA design. The data streams beloning to each task are divided
into blocks and processing of blocks from different tasks can be interleaved. The host
software must take care to apply the correct pipeline and operator configuration to
the Metal FS design whenever a new block is initiated. Though simple to implement,
this scheme is severely limited to stateless operators and can hardly qualify as true
multi-tenancy, as there is never any simultaneous activity from multiple tenants.

A slightly more advanced approach offers true resource sharing on the overlay
but not operator level: If the built-in DMA mechanism of the Metal FS overlay
is expanded to handle multiple independent data streams, tasks requiring non-
overlapping sets of operators can be scheduled simultaneously. As each task is pro-
cessed to completion, this scheme supports stateful operators. The efficiency of this
solution depends however on the specific operator composition of the FPGA design
as well as the average pipeline structures. To ensure a minimum operator overlap
between tasks, it might be necessary to include additional copies of frequently used
operators, which is limited by FPGA fabric constraints.

Especially complex, stateful operators, which possibly access external resources do
not achieve complete utilization by processing a single data stream. This additional
utilization potential could not be realized by the previously discussed resource shar-
ing scheme. Instead, the operators themselves must support multi-tenancy, whereas
with the previous approach such issues would be handled within the overlay and
host software, invisible to application developers.

A multi-tenancy aware operator could simply support saving and restoring its
current processing state to implement a context switch. In this way, the overlay
gains a significant amount of scheduling flexibility. Combined with a stream buffer
mechanism, different operator characteristics in terms of throughput and latency
can be balanced. For example, an operator waiting for data on its input stream could
be temporarily reassigned to a task where data is already available. This scheme
still places much of the scheduling complexity in the overlay, whereas application
developers only need to implement the operator context transfer.

In contrast, the most flexibility but also highest complexity from an application
developer’s point of view would be operators with native support for multiple data
streams without explicit context switches. In this way, operators can interleave their
internal operations between different streams and thus balance out single-stream
idle times. The overlay retains the role of injecting and and forwarding data from
different tasks as required by each operator. This functionality as well as the associ-
ated flow control and bandwidth distribution mechanisms belong to the domain of
Network on Chip design. Considering the limited resources of the FPGA fabric, this
considerable increase overlay complexity might defeat the benefits from an increased
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operator utilization.

Each of the three outlined multi-tenancy schemes offers a unique tradeoff between
performance and design complexity, and may prove superior for a specific applica-
tion. Even though I am interested in exploring as wide a design space as possibly
to determine suitable application characteristics and implementation costs empiri-
cally, my primary focus will be on approaches which minimize the implementation
complexity for application developers. Besides the potential for a more widespread
applicability, such approaches have the advantage of leaving much of the isolation
responsibility with the overlay.

3 Related Work

Applications of FPGA accelerators in a cloud computing environment can be found
as early as 2014 with the Catapult project by Putnam et. al. [18]. However, they focus
on implementing a scalable multi FPGA architecture for a single application on a
cluster system. This use-case allows sufficient assumptions about individual task
behavior, that no external mechanisms for multi-tenant isolation are required. With
the introduction of Amazon EC2 F1 instances in 2017, FPGA accelerators became
available in a multi-tenant environment, even though for security reasons the FPGAs
themselves remain dedicated to a single instance each [19, Sec. 2.A].

Nevertheless, the overall trend sparked much recent interest in the multi-tenant
operation of FPGAs. Authors like Ramesh et. al. [19], Mahmoud et. al. [17], Krautter
et. al. [13] and Elnaggar et. al. [5] envision a multi-tenant architecture, where each
tenant gains complete control over a partition of the FPGAvia partial reconfiguration.
They focus on the severe security threat, an arbitrary FPGA design can impose on
co-located FPGA applications via side-channel attacks. This is valuable evidence
against the partial-reconfiguration based multi-tenancy approach. It also underlines,
that the isolation guarantees of a multi-tenant FPGA design can only be determined
from the complete design, as any user defined part could exploit a side-channel
vulnerability to break isolation.

Studies of multi-tenant architectures that do not rely on partial reconfiguration are
less frequent. István et. al. [9] are an example, which matches the concept outlined
in section 1.2 very well. They describe an FPGA implementation of a Key-Value Store,
which can process requests from multiple tenants. The design is not partitioned and
replicated according to a predefined set of tenants, but can handle multiple tenants
within the same application logic. Another interesting point is the use of mecha-
nisms like request queueing and token-bucket flow control to realize performance
isolation between tenants. Even though the work describes architectural choices that
are relevant to other applications, it does not provide a generalized development
framework or overlay architecture.

Apart from the multi-tenant application scenario, there has been a longstanding
interest in FPGA operating systems and the application of established software re-
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source management mechanisms to a hardware context. Such mechanisms can be
employed to realize multi-tenancy capable FPGA designs.

There is a considerable variety in the conception of an FPGA operating system.
Earlier approaches by Danne [4], So et. al. [22] and Jozwik et. al. [11] take the op-
erating system role more literally, implementing mechanisms to schedule hardware
tasks and providing classic software operating system facilities like virtual memory.
Some approaches integrate with and rely on the support of a host operating system,
while others are designed for standalone operation. The actual deployment of a hard-
ware task is usually realized through partial reconfiguration, so the FPGA operating
system makes no assumptions about the internal architecture a task.

Later designs like the M3 [1] and Leap [6] operating systems take a more abstract
view and focus on providing application designers with a stable and convenient run-
time environment. They support application developers by providing a framework
of communication and memory primitives. This conception matches the spirit of
Metal FS more closely.

Finally, multi-tenant operation of other accelerator platforms like GPUs has also
recently come into focus. There are some proposals of GPU virtualization techniques,
for example by Xiao et. al. [27] or Iserte et. al. [8]. These are based on sharing
local GPU resources with remote nodes in a cluster setup. This is usually achieved
by forwarding of API calls via network to the destination node. Even though they
offer a level of GPU virtualization, these approaches do not match the requirements
for multi-tenancy. GPUs themselves have long been unable to guarantee isolation
between concurrent tasks and the aforementioned approaches assume all nodes
which share GPU resources to be controlled by a single tenant.

However, recent developments in GPU architecture are beginning to offer firm
isolation guarantees betweenmultiple tenants. The Volta generation of NVidia GPUs
supports the Multi-Process Service [3, Sec. 1.1.1], a runtime environment allowing
multiple processes from different tenants to share a single GPU.
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We present fastForce, a software tool that detects structural flaws in laser
cut 3D models and fixes them by introducing additional plates into the
model, thereby making models up to 52x stronger. By focusing on a specific
type of structural issue, i.e., poorly connected sub-structures in closed box
structures, fastForce achieves real-time performance (106x faster than finite
element analysis). This allows fastForce to fix structural issues continuously
in the background, while users stay focused on editing their models and
without ever becoming aware of any structural issues. In our survey we
found 286 of 402 relevant models in the kyub [1] model library to contain
such flaws. We integrated fastForce into a 3D editor for lasercutting (kyub)
and found that even with high plate counts fastForce achieves real-time
performance.

1 Introduction

Recently, researchers presented software systems that help users design 3D models
for lasercutting, such as FlatFitFab [7], which helps users create interlocking cross
sections. Kyub [1] builds on ideas from FlatFitFab and extends it towards structures
that withstand 1000x larger loads. Kyub achieves this by producing “closed box
structures” held together by box joints (finger joints if not perpendicular). As a result,
kyub allows users to make chairs that people can sit on, even from comparably thin
building materials. Unfortunately, as the kyub authors acknowledge, in order to
allow them to take such high loads, some models require “reinforcement”, i.e., they
require additional internal plates to be added to the model. We found 286 of 402
relevant user generated models in the kyub repository to contain such flaws (see
survey). Since users cannot figure out the need for reinforcement, reinforcement
needs to be created automatically.

At first glance, such reinforcement functionality could be integrated into the user’s
workflow as a separate step after the design workflow. However, it is generally under-
stood that such a design-first-then-engineer workflow leads to suboptimal results.

In this paper, we address these issues by generating reinforcement (1) automati-
cally and (2) in real-time. While we started by exploring the traditional approach of
finite element analysis, we found it to be 6 orders of magnitude too slow for interac-
tive use. Thus we have developed a custom algorithm that finds and fixes points of
failure in real-time by formulating them as a graph connectivity problem. As shown
in Figure 1b and c, our software tool fastForce runs in the background while users
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Figure 1: (a) The handle of this laser-cut wheelbarrow breaks, when the user is
trying to lift a heavy load. (b) Our software tool fastForce addresses this. The
moment the user clicks in the editor to create the handle, (c) not only the handle
appears, but fastForce also detects the resulting point of failure and reinforces it
in real-time (d) fastForce detects additional points of failure (black arrows 2-7)
and generates corresponding reinforcement (white 2-7).

are editing their 3D model (here in kyub [ref]). The moment the user starts model-
ing, here adding a handle for the wheelbarrow, fastForce simultaneously adds the
necessary reinforcement, here by extending the handle’s lower plate into the interior
of the wheelbarrow. (d) Since fastForce only modifies the wheelbarrow’s interior,
the outer shape of the model is preserved while still allowing to lift a load that is
45.6 times higher. fastForce generates reinforcement for the other six points of failure
similarly (here labeled 2-7).

2 Understanding the problem space

Closer inspection revealed that this category of “critical” failures originate when
laser-cut closed box structures have deteriorated into poorly connected sub-structures.
Figure 2 illustrates this. Consider the second case labeled “E1”; it represents the
wheelbarrow’s handle. It breaks because only one of its plates is rigidly connected to
the rest of the model; the other three plates, in contrast, are connected by means of
finger joints only. We will refer to these as concave finger joints. When subjected to
tension, the fingers are pulled out, resulting in the single remaining plate supporting
the entire load. This causes it to break even under very small loads (here as small as
9.8N).

Figure 2: The six main types of structural issues of closed box structures.
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3 The Building Blocks of Reinforcement

Similar points of failure arise almost anywhere where two sub-structures of differ-
ent sizes connect, or where sub structures are offset with respect to each other and
Figure 2 classifies the six main resulting cases, which we label by E for extrusions
and C for cavities and then index by the number of remaining connecting plates.

Based on this list of cases to search for, we propose an algorithm that would focus
on detecting only these points of failure. This turned out to be the key to solving
the real-time requirement, as it allowed us to reformulate the analysis as a graph
connectivity problem making it computationally tractable.

3 The Building Blocks of Reinforcement

We have manually devised reinforcement for the six points of failure cases, we based
our principles on structural engineering, particularly on beam design [6].

Figure 3: (a) A reliable connection is formed by at least two parallel plates extending
internally and hooking into the sides. (b) The outer hull of the object remains the
same.

As illustrated by Figure 3 at the example of the E1 failure type, all types of re-
inforcements we designed create a reliable connection between the sub-structures
using at least two parallel through plates. As shown, the reinforcement plates extend
internally and hook into the sides while respecting the hull/envelope of the model.
By hooking into the sides the reinforcement plates allow finger joints to be loaded
on compression and shearing (which they are strong against), counteracting tension
force.

Figure 4: Some of the manually designed sets of reinforcement options.
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Figure 4 shows some of the reinforcement options we generated for the six indi-
vidual failure cases.

4 The fastForce Algorithm

We now present the fastForce algorithm. fastForce detects all points of failure in
the model, places appropriate reinforcement automatically and in real-time, and
fine-tunes the reinforcement so as to guarantee assemblability.

fastForce achieves real-time performance by looking for weakly connected com-
ponents in a graph representation of the model which point to weakly connected
sub-structures. Since the graph structure is at a higher level of abstraction than 3D ge-
ometry, a model that would become highly complex if represented in FEA continues
to be represented by a small number of nodes and edges.

Step 1: fastForce identifies critical points of failure fastForce starts by locating
points of failure based on a simplified graph representation, here the wheelbarrow
model from Figure 1. The undirected graph represents each 2D plate in the model
as a node, while finger joints are represented as edges between nodes. Figure 5a
the graph distinguishes between normal and concave finger joints (red edges), as
they can be subjected to tension, causing potential failure. fastForce simulates their
failure by removing all concave joints (i.e., all red edges) from the graph. As shown in
Figure 10a and b this causes the graph to fall apart into four disconnected subgraphs.
This corresponds to E0 (or C0) type points of failure i.e. these sub-structures were
only connected by concave finger joints. This means that the corresponding physical
model, thewheelbarrow,will also disconnect into four parts when subjected tominor
forces.

Figure 5: (a) When removing the red edges representing concave joints (b) this
graph decomposes into four subgraphs, suggesting that (c) this model of a wheel-
barrow will disconnect into four parts based on E0 (or C0) points of failure.

E1 (or C1) points of failure occur when sub-structures are only connected by a sin-
gle plate. As illustrated by Figure 6, removing the red edges created three subgraphs
connected by a single node. fastForce locates the problem by performing a one-node
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cut on all the disconnected subgraphs. This results in a set of single nodes, which, if
removed, will disconnect the subgraphs.

Figure 6: (a) When removing isolated nodes that connect subgraphs (b) this model
graph decomposes into disconnected subgraphs, suggesting (c) that these parts
are subject to E1 (or C1) points of failure.

Figure 7 shows that fastForce identifies E2 (or C2) points of failure by performing
a two-node cut on the remaining subgraphs. This means that the back legs of the
wheelbarrow are only held in place by two plates each. Specifically, for E2 (or C2),
fastForce checks if these two plates are actually connected to each other, which forms
the basis of the corner connection. If they are not connected and are parallel this
already fulfills our notion of a reliable connection and will not benefit from further
reinforcement.

Figure 7: (a) When removing pairs of nodes that connect subgraphs (b) this model
graph decomposes further, suggesting (c) that these parts are subject to E2 (or
C2) points of potential failure.

The algorithm has a linear complexity of O(n+e), where n are the number of nodes
(plates) and e are the number of edges (joints). Node-cuts are based on the Hopcroft
Tarjan Algorithm [4].

Step 2: fastForce adds reinforcement fastForce adds reinforcement sequentially
starting with the weakest points of failure E0 (and C0). After selecting a point of
failure, fastForce identifies the set of plates that can be extended for reinforcement.
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fastForce achieves this by revisiting the removed graph edges (concave joints) that
originally belonged to the disconnected subgraph. These edges connect to nodes,
which point to their respective plates represented as polygons at the mesh level.
These plates connect the two sub-structures together and are extended to reinforce
them.

Figure 8 show the process of reinforcing the “tray” of the wheelbarrow. (a) Af-
ter choosing a plate to extend, a slice plane is generated which intersects with the
surrounding geometry. (b) This forms a closed intersection path which is used to
create an extension to the original plate. This new reinforcement plate is added to
the mesh. (c) fastForce creates joints, where the extended plate intersects with other
plates. (d) fastForce then repeats this process for each point of failure identified in
the first part of the algorithm.

Figure 8: (a) fastForce reinforces the “tray” by (b) extending the chosen plate using
a slice plane. (c) The plate is extended and joints are created where it intersects the
other plates. (d) fastForce, sequentially reinforces the remaining points of failure.

5 Survey: User created content is subject to points of failure

We collected user generated models from an online repository hosted by kyub, some
of which are shown in Figure 9. The color corresponds to the type and severity of
weakness with red being the most severe.

We started out with 1067 models. Eliminating structurally trivial models (prisms),
left us with 402 models that we analyzed. Out of these 402 models, 286 models were
subject to one or more critical point of failure and would benefit from fastForce’s
reinforcement.

Out of the remaining 116 models, 88 already had a reliable connection with more
than two plates connecting the sub structures.While 28models either required living
hinges to be extended for reinforcement or cutouts/decorative elements were present
in the locations where the reinforcements would hook in.
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6 Integration and performance evaluation

Figure 9: A selection of user generated models (kyub.com) that would benefit from
reinforcements generated by fastForce.

6 Integration and performance evaluation

We integrated fastForce into a 3D editor for lasercutting (kyub [1]), allowing fast-
Force to be used interactively. Figure 10 illustrates the system diagram of kyub. The
key contribution is that there is no fastForce-specific user interface. Reinforcement
shows up without any specific user interaction.

Figure 10: fastForce is called automatically whenever the user edits the model.

We benchmarked the runtime performance of the kyub 3D editor after integrating
fastForce. The editor was running on a lightweight laptop computer (X1 Carbon,
4-core machine, 10 GB of ram). Eight different models representing different plate
counts were used. We simulated user interaction by performing a basic kyub com-
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mand (push/pull) to modify themodel andmeasured the response time. The results
are summarized in table 1.

Table 1: Response times for different models.

Model Number of plates Response time (ms)
Wheelbarrow (Figure 1) 30 10
Chair (Figure 9: bottom) 46 21
Cathedral 52 11
Chess Queen 68 68
Bear 72 34
Chess King 86 44
Toucan 95 47

The results show that even for models with high plate counts integrating fastForce
still allows good response times, allowing the user to smoothly use the editor.

7 Validation: Testing structural strength

To evaluate the effect reinforcement created by fastForce, we tested the structural
strength of 6 models (shown in Figure 11) after reinforcing them using fastForce.

Wemanufactured all models from standard 4mm3-layer poplar plywood.We then
used the custom rig with force sensor forceX 2.30 made from aluminum profiles. In
case of the extrusion models, we applied a bending moment from the side to the top
of the extrusion. For models with a cavity, we applied a force from above the cavity
to push them inwards. In both cases this results in tension forces acting at the finger
joints susceptible to tension.

Results Figure 11 shows the results. For the reinforced primitives for the six basic
types of failures (E0-C2). While reinforcement made the reasonably connected sub-
structures E2 and C2 even stronger by 3x, as expected reinforcement using fastForce
showed its biggest effect on the C0 and E0 designs, where they led to improvements
of 50x and 52x respectively.

8 Related works

Finding structural weaknesses Stress-relief [11] is a system that uses FEA to auto-
matically fix structural problems in 3D models. Breuß et al. [2] use a skeletonization
approach to enhance the stability of 3D printed structures and validate their results
using FEM. Some scholars have utilized other techniques to circumvent the non-
interactive rates of finite elements. Specifically for trusses, Markis et al. [5] present a
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Figure 11: The reinforced test objects. Numbers indicate the factor of increase in
strength after fastForce’s reinforcement.

real-time algorithm that identifies structural weaknesses. SketchChair [9] for exam-
ple achieves interactive rates by employing a ragdoll physics model running in the
background. Umetani and Schmidt [12] leverage the Euler Bernoulli method to find
critical weaknesses in models. Langlois et al.

(Dis)assembly in fabrication Fu et al. [3] developed interlocking furniture. To do
this, they developed an algorithm that checks whether an object can be disassembled
by taking parts out of the assembly piece by piece. Fabrication-aware Design with
Intersecting Planar Pieces [10] leverages that method as well. Both approaches are
similar in their logic (finding out how to gradually disassemble a model), which
inspired our general method of finding points of potential failure as well.

Fabrication based on closed box structures In kyub [1], Baudisch et al. used the
underlying strength of closed box structures to make sturdy laser-cut objects. The
system uses plates connected together using finger joints to create self-supporting
facades that can resists loads close to 4900N. Box like structures are also being in-
troduced in 3D printing. In Boxception [8], Sajadi et al. propose 3D printing objects
using box like cells to create impact resistance objects.

9 Conclusion and future work

We presented fastForce, a software tool designed to identify and remove structural
weaknesses in laser-cut objects based on closed box structures. We presented an
algorithm called fastForce that detects points of failure automatically and reinforces
them in real-time. We integrated fastForce into the interactive 3D editor kyub, where
fastForce’s real-time ability allows it to run in the background without interfering
with users’ modeling activity. As future work, we plan on extending fastForce’s
capability of real-time reinforcement to non-closed box structures as well.
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The topic of my dissertation is to allow arbitrary virtual reality experiences
to be run in arbitrary tracking volumes and with arbitrary physical objects.
To achieve this, I created an abstraction between VR applications and the
space and physical objects they are using. Instead of accessing space and
physical objects directly, applications express their needs in an abstract
way, which my systems then maps to the actual available physical space
and physical objects. This allows VR applications to run on a wide range
of installations. This may have substantial commercial impact, as the prolif-
eration of real walking VR is currently hindered by developers’ reluctance
to require users to have space and objects. I here summarize four select
projects I have presented throughout the last years in the HPI Research
School of Service-oriented Systems Engineering and provide further detail on
their technical background.

1 Introduction

The topic of my dissertation is to create an operating system for virtual reality, in
order to enable real walking.

Operating systems are a key component of modern computer systems. They allow
applications to run on arbitrary computers and architectures by creating an abstrac-
tion of the physical hardware, an API, that prevents applications from accessing
the hardware directly, which is what happens in VR today. VR applications directly
access the physical hardware, which is space, and, in some cases physical objects and
props contained within. This is a problem, because it prevents VR applications from
running in any space that does not offer at least the required amount and shape of
space.

I dissected this problem within various projects. VirtualSpace provides an abstrac-
tion to physical space, so that multiple users can co-use that space for real walking
in VR. Scenograph adds to this so that users can enjoy more complex applications
with multiple storylines across arbitrary tracking volumes. Stuff-Haptics extends this
notion further to also include passive haptic props and room geometry. I worked
on multiple other projects (e.g. Mise-Unseen) that extend the toolbox that solves the
issue of limited space and props.
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Figure 1: Applications for virtual reality access space directly, preventing them from
running in arbitrary spaces. I present multiple systems to sketch out what an
operating system for virtual reality should entail, to allow such applications to run
anywhere and thus enable real walking in virtual reality.

I have presented reports in the HPI Research School of Service-oriented Systems En-
gineering that provide background to these projects. I here want to provide further
technical background.

2 Virtual Space – Abstracting Space Away From Its Use

Virtual Space is a system that allows multiple real walking VR users to share the
same physical space without being aware of each other. Virtual Space is designed to
give each user the illusion of being in possession of the entire physical space.

Figure 2 shows an example. Two users share the same 4x4m physical space, while
being tracked using a VR tracking system. Both users are in their own, separate
virtual environments. (a) The green user is immersed in a badminton app, while (b)
the blue user experiences a Pac-man game.

Figure 2: Multiple users share the whole physical space without needing to be aware
of one another.
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To keep users from running into each other, Virtual Space limits each app to non-
overlapping tiles at any given time. Client apps handle this in a way transparent to
their user. The badminton app, for example, always makes the user’s virtual oppo-
nent return the ball to locations inside the tile currently assigned to the app. By reas-
signing tiles frequently, Virtual Space moves users across the entire space, thereby
seemingly allowing for unrestricted walking.

The key point is that both apps aremapped to the entire physical space, i.e., Virtual
Space allows each app to be designed under the assumption that the user has physi-
cal access to the entire 4x4m space. And that is true, albeit not necessarily at every
particular moment, as Virtual Space limits each app to a different non-overlapping
tile of space. Client apps handle this in a way transparent to their user. The bad-
minton app, for example, makes the user’s virtual opponent returns the ball always
to locations inside the tile currently assigned to this app.

To allow users to still complete their story arc and to prevent users from noticing
that the system is confining them, Virtual Space employs what we call maneuvers.

Apps achieve the ability to run in Virtual Space by implementing the Virtual Space
API (Figure 3).

Figure 3: (left) Virtual Space API, (right) System Setup

The system decides which maneuver to invoke. It adds up the utility for each
maneuver reported by each app and picks the maneuver that maximizes utility
across apps. It also tries to avoid maneuvers subject to timing mismatches between
apps. In addition, the system considers past maneuvers so as to ensure fairness over
time: a focus maneuver for the first app, for example, implies three corresponding
defocus maneuvers for the other users.

The systemnow informs apps about the upcomingmaneuver. It does so by sending
a sequence of what we call frames, i.e., a sequence of images that show the space
distribution at a given moment in time. To keep tiles convex at all times, the system
computes tiles as Voronoi tessellations.
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Apps respond to maneuvers by placing rewards and obstacles inside their virtual
environment, thus guiding the user to the next tile.

Figure 3(left) summarizes our algorithm in the form of a resulting API. For an app
to participate in Virtual Space, it must implement this API. We have implemented
four apps to run with Virtual Space: Whac-A-Mole, Badminton, Pac-man, Space
Invaders.

The applications were developed in Unity3D. The backend uses C# with the li-
braries Clipper, Protobuf and Gurobi.

The space is tracked using the Vive Lighthouse system with eight trackers. The
tracking information is forwarded viaUDP to head-mounted displays (fourGearVRs
with Samsung S6 running Android) as shown in Figure 3 (right).

3 Scenograph – Enabling Complex Storylines

Virtual Space allows for simultaneous space sharing of different applications. How-
ever, those applications are limited to somewhat arcade-style experiences. Sceno-
graph pushes this idea further by mapping complex experiences onto space. By
making real-walking experiences independent of any particular tracking volume,
Scenograph provides a crucial component for making real-walking experiences avail-
able to consumers.

Figure 4: (a) This rendition of the fairy tale ‘Goldilocks’ consists of three 25m2 loca-
tions filled with interactive assets. Unfortunately, specifying the tracking volume
prevents the experience from running on smaller tracking volumes. (b) Here we
used Scenograph to map ‘Goldilocks’ to an L-shaped 8m2 space. While maintain-
ing the narrative structure, it splits the three locations into six smaller ones, each
fitting the new tracking volume.

Scenograph is a software system that offers a tracking volume-independent rep-
resentation of real-walking experiences. Instead of designing for a tracking volume
of specific size and shape, Scenograph lets designers specify an experience indepen-
dent of the tracking volume. The virtual world is then automatically generated by
Scenograph.
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Internally, Scenograph represents the experience as a bipartite graph, a petri-net,
as such it has transitions and nodes. The instantiated graph reflects the arrangement
of virtual scenes and objects. Nodes are either spatial or logical. The spatial nodes
are the scenes of the experience. The logical nodes are the states that enable story
progression. The two kinds of nodes are connected by transitions, the virtual objects
in the scenes. Transitions pass tokens between input and output nodes.

Figure 5: Here are examples of different narrative arrangements, which the petri-net
representation allows. (a) Sequence: the ‘porridge’, ‘chair’ and ‘bed’ are accessed
in a set order. (b) Conflict: the user needs to decide between one of the ‘chairs’.
(c) Concurrency: eating the ‘porridge’ allows using the ‘chair’ and the ‘bed’. (e)
Synchronization: sitting on the ‘chair’ and eating the ‘porridge’ is necessary before
sleeping in the ‘bed’. Other progressions are also possible (‘confusion’, ‘merging’,
etc.).

Scenograph adapts the scenes to the available space by splitting the nodes into
multiple instances – this is the core value of the system. As seen in Figure 4, limiting
the tracking volume from 25m2 to 8m2 results in splitting the ‘home’ node into four
nodes. Figure 6 shows in detail how transitions get re-linked to maintain narrative
structure. Scenograph takes the petri-net and the available tracking volume as input
and transforms them into the new layout.

The system requires a specification of the given tracking volume in the form of
a polygon, as well as the resolution into which the space gets virtualized. In our
lab setup we have 5m x 5m available, and our example applications is designed
for a resolution of 1m x 1m so that Scenograph tessellates the space into 5 x 5 tiles.
This specification can be provided by a range of tracking technologies. The designer
provides the volume-independent representation of the experience. The end-user
has no knowledge of Scenograph’s data structure.
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Figure 6: Scenograph splits the ‘home’ node into two as the designed for 25m2 get
reduced to an L-shaped 12m2. (a) This node has six transitions (three porridges
followed by three chairs). (b) The porridges are placed in the first (upper) node,
the chairs in the second, as they are interacted with after the porridges.

The system offers different packing algorithms, such as “best-fit” using simulated
annealing). In Figure 6 we cannot pack three ‘porridges’ and three ‘chairs’ into L-
shaped 12m2, thus Scenograph splits the ‘home’ node into two.

To determine the number of splits per node and the distribution of transition onto
split nodes Scenograph uses divisive hierarchical clustering. The distance computa-
tion between transition pairs, required for our hierarchical clustering, uses a semi-
decision technique. Scenograph now needs to evaluate which clustering to take for
each node. Scenograph cannot linearly iterate through each node separately to find
the right clustering, as some virtual objects need to be instantiated on the same tiles
in more than one scene (transitions with different spatial nodes as input and output,
such as a door). This means that Scenograph needs to consider all possible cluster-
ings for all nodes in parallel, making the packing problem 3-dimensional (width,
depth, occurrence in nodes). Scenograph iterates through all possible clustering in
an informed manner. The number of clusters and therefore the potential connected
scenes to consider is exponential in the number of virtual objects. Our hierarchical
clustering does not reduce this amount, it merely sorts all potential clusterings based
on the conceptual distance between transitions. The number of virtual objects and
thus of potential clusters is different for each scene. For example, our three nodes
have one transition (‘forest’ has a door leading to ‘home’), eight transitions (‘home’
has 3 ‘porridges’, 3 ‘chairs’, 1 ‘door’, 1 ‘stairway’) and three transitions (‘upstairs
bedroom’ has 2 ‘beds’, 1 ‘stairway’), leaving 20 + 27 + 22 = 512 possibilities. Each
possibility corresponds to a certain clustering depth per node, which we represent
using a mixed radix numeric system (e.g., 112613 corresponds to splitting the second
node in two). We iterate through this numeric system linearly first based on the
checksum of this clusterings number (to reduce the number of nodes) and then on
its order within the hierarchical clustering (maximizing proximity of virtual objects
that are also conceptually close).

Scenograph loads and unloads scenes dynamically depending on the users’ in-
teraction with the virtual objects or where they walk. Scenograph uses corridors
similar to “impossible spaces” to connect scenes, which serve as portals or locks. The
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4 Stuff-Haptics – enabling complex virtual scenography on 3D geometry

L-shaped 12m2 space in Figure 6 can thus be used twice to fit the ‘porridges’ as well
as the ‘chairs’. Less overlap makes the technique less perceptible. However, since we
focus on small spaces, Scenograph here fully overlaps the scenes.

The system is implemented in C#, the example application and editor interface in
Unity3D. ALGLIB is used for clustering.

4 Stuff-Haptics – enabling complex virtual scenography on
3D geometry

Virtual Space allows co-use of space and Scenograph allows complex storylines on
arbitrary spaces. Stuff-Haptics is a software tool that provides consistent storylines
not only across different spaces, but across limited, uncurated sets of physical props.
Stuff-Haptics lays out the virtual objects onto an annotated scan of the stuff in users
homes. Given limited sets of props, Stuff-Haptics offers different solutions to best
preserve the experience, either through re-use of props or by pruning the storyline
to still fit the most important story elements.

Figure 7: (a) The user invokes a virtual reality experience, ‘Goldilocks and the three
bears’ (from [31]), in their regular living environment. Our software tool Stuff-
Haptics provides passive haptics to the experience by automatically lining up
relevant virtual objects with physical props of matching haptic qualities, such as
the ‘bears’ three bowls of porridge’ with the physical water kettle, and ‘papa bear’s
chair’ with the physical table. (b) When a flatmate needs to use the kitchen, our
user moves on to another room. (c) Stuff-Haptics redesigns the virtual experience
on the fly. It now places the porridges onto the physical window sill above the
physical heater and the chair onto the physical living room table.

We fuse Scenograph’s petri-net structure together with parametric model descrip-
tions together with a constraint solver to place virtual content. We integrate the story
structure in the process. Also we added material properties (surface elasticity, heat
emission) for a better haptic experience.

Our algorithm takes in an annotated scan of the physical environment and sim-
plifies it by extracting only relevant (big enough) surfaces. In a pre-processing step
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Figure 8: (a) By hovering over ‘little bear’s bed’ we preview its parametric descrip-
tion. (b) This popup window details all parameters and current fitness values
for ‘little bear’s bed’. (c) We change the valuation for ‘surface elasticity’ to get a
somewhat soft ‘bed’. The 13 virtual objects in Goldilocks have a total of 91 rules.

for the mapping, for every virtual object, our algorithm first dismisses any surface
which would not provide a fit.

Figure 9: Core algorithms.

In each processing step Stuff-Haptics calculates a new fit for each virtual object us-
ing a stochastic method, the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-
ES [4]). Note that each virtual object set is really comprised of a set of objects. The
optimization runs separately for every virtual object set, but it runs simultaneously
to account for interdependencies between object sets. Our algorithm uses the graph-
based story structure to weight virtual objects more heavily in the global optimiza-
tion, which are more relevant for story progression. Virtual objects are ranked by
the amount logical states they affect.
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In practice, a lack of matching physical props prevents mixed reality experiences
from running everywhere.

As a first solution, we re-use props. ‘Goldilocks’ requires three virtual beds, but
it may be that fewer physical props exist that fit the parametric design, say just one
sofa. That prop then can be assigned to all beds. This contradicts some placement
rules, but it maps all beds onto the environment. Stuff-Haptics automatically splits
the ‘bedroom’ into three connecting ones by modifying the Scenograph algorithm
(Figure 9).

Creators might not want to split the virtual environment. Stuff-Haptics offers to
automatically remove less relevant story objects to free up props and space for more
relevant objects. This relevance is again measured by its impact on the story graph.

While this solution allows the experience to still run, some basic shaped props
should exist to be able to instantiate enough relevant parts of the experience. For
Goldilocks this is a horizontal surface of certain size for the ‘beds’ and ‘chairs’ and a
heat source for the ‘porridge’. All the objects in the narrative structure have an impor-
tance for the story, which, if removed, decrease the overall fitness value. This overall
value is also reduced by the valuations of each mapping. The software tool compares
this total fitness value to a threshold set by the application to decide whether or not
to run that application in the given physical environment.

5 Mise Unseen

The aforementioned systems generate complex experiences onto arbitrary spaces.
While these systems also allow for runtime changes and regeneration of the experi-
ence, these changes might be perceivable to the user.

Application scenarios are manifold (1), specifically it allows re-use of space and
props for passive haptics and real walking.

Mise-Unseen is a software system that applies covert changes to a virtual scene
that can occur inside the us-er’s field of view. Mise-Unseen processes gaze data to
prevent the user from noticing a change. Specifically it prevents observation of the
change when it is happening, recall after it has happened and anticipation when
it is about to happen (Figure 11). To achieve this, Mise-Unseen uses five models of
user attention together with visual masking techniques. Each model incorporates
the knowledge of a specific field of perception theory.

Prevent observation: focus for attention, pupillometry and saccades and cognitive
load We compute the convex hull of a projection of an object’s geometry onto
the view plane. If the angular distance between the convex hull and the currently
gaze point falls below a threshold, the object is considered to be in the user’s focus.
This threshold depends on the precision and reliability of the eye-tracking data: we
use a minimum angular threshold of 7° to be above the 5° angle of foveal vision
[7], factoring in possible tracking errors. We implemented the Index of Pupillary
Activity [2] as a measure of cognitive load. The advantage of using pupil dilation
over absolute pupil size is that no calibration is required to establish a baseline. This
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Figure 10: (a) Mise-Unseen unnoticeably changes the scene as the user is focusing
elsewhere (circle): (b) cross-facing pieces together (arrow) to help the user solve
this puzzle, (c) swapping the gallery painting to adapt to the user’s detected
interest in modern art, (d) hiding the low fidelity of this “explosion”, (e) matching
the virtual axe’s position to the haptic prop following the detected user interest,
(f) shifting storage racks while walking to adapt to a lack of physical space, (g)
reducing motion sickness during teleportation by blending static images outside
the fovea, and (h) updating hints to prevent the user from solving this riddle too
quickly.

Figure 11: Mise-Unseen prevents anticipation, observation, and recall of a scene
change using five attention models together with visual masking techniques.
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measure uses fast wavelet transforms on the pupil diameter, counts local peaks of
that value, and finally normalizes that count. We additionally factored in the scene
illumination (various methods on the influence of luminance on pupil size exist [8]).
Our model runs the same measure (fast wavelets) over the changing value for scene
illumination. If pupillary activity occurs shortly after a spike in scene illumination
(here 200ms), which could have triggered it, its signal is removed from the final
count. We also implemented a model that uses saccades as a measure of cognitive
load (based on [3, 6]). We count the number of saccades over time and normalize
this number (using a maximum of five saccades per five seconds).

Prevent recall: dwell times for spatial memory We implemented a weighted di-
rected graph to represent the user’s spatial memory, i.e., the distances (spatial and
angular) between relevant objects in the scene the user has internalized. Figure 10e
shows the forge as an example. Nodes represent all scene objects, e.g. weapons in
the forge, as well as the user themself. The edges and their weights represent the
internalized distance be-tween pairs of objects (allocentric), and objects and user
(egocentric). The egocentric weights increase when the user looks at an object, the
allocentric weights increase when the user looks at any two objects in a row. The
weights decrease when the user looks away (here after 1 second). As computational
cost is exponential in the number of nodes, pairing all objects can be computationally
costly. We reduce cost by working with a subset of relevant objects.

Mise-Unseen reduces the probability of a user noticing a change by recommending
new positions and rotations for objects unconnected to the change. For example, the
weapon in the forge that is not picked (Figure 10e) moves together with the weapon
that should bematched onto the physical prop.Mise-Unseen computes the difference
of all internalized distances (edge weights) before and after the change, normalized
by a baseline distance and baseline rotation. This difference quantifies the violation
of spatial memory and is our predictor for attention. Mise-Unseen recommends a
new position and rotation for each object. This results in in less of a difference, less
violation of spatial memory and thus lower probability of detection.

Prevent anticipation: unpredictable triggers A user should not be able to antici-
pate a change by tying it to a specific, overt action: covert changes need covert triggers.
We measured user intent as such a random trigger by capturing and thresholding
dwell times on objects (or sets of objects). This follows existing implementations that
use eye-movement patterns to predict user actions [5, 10]. The hacker riddle uses
user understanding as a trigger. Once the user has understood the hint the riddle
may be solved, else the hint changes. We measure user understanding by following
related work [1, 9] and match the user’s exhibited gaze pattern onto a predefined
scan path (linear or tree). Here the user’s gazemust follow the hidden code sequence
on a sheet of paper (Figure 10h). Our implementation uses an variation of attention
model five (spatial memory) with faster increasing and decreasing edge weights,
similar to a short term memory. Something is deemed understood once the edge
weights closely match a set of predefined values.
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6 Conclusion

Virtual Space enables sharing of space as a resource for real walking. Scenograph
enables more complex experiences. Stuff Haptics enables more complex experiences
for arbitrary room geometry. Mise Unseen enables changes to those experiences at
runtime.
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We introduce awork-in-progress project, a software system for non-engineers
to design customized tools (jig and fixture) for small-batch production. The
design of such tools for repetitive tasks depend on processing accuracy, pro-
cessing speed and human factors. Since such design space and trade-off
impose design iteration including fabrication and test, it is hard to design
without domain experts. In this report we present the work-in-progress
software system for designing such customization, especially fixtures for
drills with linear sliders. This software enable to design fixture that consider
insert-ability (easy-to-operate) and hold-ability (accurate process).

1 Introduction

How to make 500 copies of a 3D model? Such small batches play a role, for example,
when farming a physical device out for beta testing or when sending out the first
batch of devices of a successfully backed kickstarter project. So how to produce such
a “small batch?”

On the one end of the spectrum, we find “personal fabrication” a subfield of hu-
man computer interaction and graphics since about 2011, with several hundreds of
publications ranging from designing mechanical objects to fabricating interactive
matter using digital fabrication machine. Even though this process is commonly
referred to as “personal fabrication, [2]” , it is a bit of a misnomer. “Personal Proto-
typing” would probably be a better description, as generally only a single copy is
being made. When trying to make a batch of 500, however, 3D printers, for example,
tend to take too long and the per-piece price of tens or hundreds of dollars, tends to
become a showstopper when multiplied by 500.

On the other end of the spectrum, we find mass production at a factory, as studied
not so much in HCI, but in mechanical engineering and industrial engineering. Here
the main objective is to bring the per-piece cost down and making huge amounts
of exact copies. Machines like injection molding, machining center, robotic arm and
conveyor belts play amajor role.Muchwork is done automatically by thosemachines,
and humans do a few works that those machines cannot. Hundreds to thousands of
hours go into optimizing a product design (DFMA [3]), optimizing the timing of
each production step to allow the belt to run perpetually, renting space, and setting
up production. The cost of this set-up and DFMA tends to go into the lower millions
– again, not what we want.
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We argue that such small batches should be made how they have traditionally
beenmade: using technique from “manu-facturing (made by hand in latin)”, i.e., the
processes developed 1800 – 1920 for creating porcelain, e.g., in Höchster Porzellan-
Manufaktur. While such manufacturers do not use mass production technologies,
such as the aforementioned machining center and belt conveyor, they did and do
use means for creating efficiency, such as molds and jigs, and they are subject to the
division of labor. This process is used to date for objects created in small numbers,
such as to manufacture anything from high-end musical instruments (e.g., Höfner
Guitars) to technical equipment, such as laser cutters (e.g., Trotec).

A key role in such manufacturing processes play efficient tools that allow produc-
ing custom objects quickly, yet that are faster to make than mass production tools:
such as molds, stencils, fixtures, and jigs. These tools bring the manufacturing time
per piece often down to a few seconds per piece and allow them tomake exact copies.

Unfortunately, such hand-made tools tend to be made and optimized by tradition
and experience. In order to design such tools, non-manufacturers such as software
engineers and designers need the know-how of manufacturers and manufacturing
processes(knowledge of mechanical engineering and industrial engineering).

This report presents tools for designing such customization tools. Since this re-
search is still work-in-progress, and at present, it is an introduction to the design
software for fixtures for drills with linear slider. The key to this software enable to de-
sign fixture that consider insert-ability (easy-to-operate) and hold-ability (accurate
process).

2 Related Work

2.1 computational design of functional object

To make functional objects in the physical world (furniture, etc.), designers need
to think about the material characteristics, structure, and manufacturability. It is
difficult for people without knowledge of, for example, mechanical engineering.

Researchers at computer graphics and HCI proposed software systems for de-
signing such physical objects without engineering knowledge. AutoConnect [6] can
generate a 3D printable connector that connects two physical objects. Instead of a
typical friction physics simulation, they use data-driven physics that uses data that
measures and parameterizes the frictional force of the actually manufactured con-
nectors. Umetani et al. have proposed a suggestive user interface CAD system that
allows designers to design shapes and verify the physical validity of furniture si-
multaneously [10]. They also proposed Pteromys [11] that allows users to design
well-flying paper planes of any shape through high-speed machine learning-based
physics simulations using proprietary wing theory.
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2.2 human-work-aware fabrication

In fabricating large objects or an object containing a complicated mechanism, it is
sometimes necessary to assemble, positioning manufactured parts. Typically, hu-
mans do such work. Several large-scale personal fabrication research has supported
these human tasks within computer-supported system.

JigFab[8] systemhelps non-skilled person to cut (ormill)woodplate into designed
shapewithoutmesureing and annotation. This systemgenerates constraints of power
tools for customized wooden furniture, such as shelves and desks. Yoshida et.al
propsed projector-based guiding system for large-scale chopstick architecture [12],
and also audio-visual guiding system for positioning unique branches in a CNC
machine [7]. Rivers et al. propose position correcting tools for 2D complex shape [9].
A user of the tool coarsely positions a desired path, while the device adjusts the
position of the tool within the frame to correct the user’s positioning error in real
time. Devendorf et al. worked on an experimental study that considers humans
as machines. They builded a manufacturing guide system for human using laser
pointers [4].

2.3 design customized tools for production efficiency and accuracy

There is research designing customized tools for production in the domain of indus-
trial manufacturing. In machining, the fixture design is essential. What designers
should consider is positioning and constraint. The most famous method is the 3-2-
1 principle is one of a well-known method for designing fixtures [5]. This design
principle allows for the stable placement of the workpiece with minimal contacts. If
additional restraints are required, the workpiece is fixed with a clamp device. The
point of this principle are that it is easy for humans to insert, and in the case of drills,
prevent swarf stay. However, this principle is only applicable to relatively large, stan-
dardized shapes (e.g., rectangular metal with a flat mounting surface). For example,
cylinder shapes, a V-shaped fixture is a better option.

Customized tools in manufacturing need to be designed with consideration for
humans to perform their jobs efficiently without injury. In the motion and time
study, Barnes summarized that from tool design to placement concerning human
movement efficiency [1].Therblig analyzed and factorized human movements in its
smallest form and is used to design workspaces.

3 Jig Design and Software System

We use a slide-type drill tool as an example (Figure 1). Our software enables a
user to design the part of the fixture that holds the object in the figure. Here, we
have not considered clamping (because we use hand). The most straightforward
fixture is a half mold, but in this case, there is a problem that swarf piles on the
fixture (accurateness decreases), and sometimes it is difficult to take in and take out.
Another fixture design has a 3-6 support point pillars that support the installation
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Figure 1: To drill workpiece using linear slider.

Figure 2: Result of the generated fixture. The left one is minimal support pillars; the
right one is half mold. The middle one is an interpolation between the two.

surface, the same as a 3-2-1 principle. In that case, it is possible to prevent swarf from
accumulating, and it is easy to put in and take out. However, it may be inserted at
the wrong angle (non-foolproof design). We try to design a software that allows
humans to consider these trade-offs.

The following three design consideration for fixture in our software (refer from
”Jig and Fixture Design” [5]): insert-abirity, hold-abirity, and foolproof.

Figure 2 shows result of generated fixtures. A user can interpolate half mold and
minimal points. We implemented this system on OnShape CAD using FeatureScript.
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4 Find Best Support Points

a b c

drill position

Figure 3: (a) Map 3D object to 2D from top. (b) Divide 4 region. The boundary line
is a direction of drill and orthogonal to the direction at center of mass. (c) Our
algorithm (See Figure 4) pick best support point.

Figure 4: Visualization of algorithm 1

4 Find Best Support Points

Here we will show the algorithm behind the software. The important algorithm
is finding the best support point for arbitrary objects. Figure 3 shows what the al-
gorithm does visually. First, a user input drill position on a CAD (Figure 3A). A
3D object is mapped to 2D from the top and divided into four segments; then, the
contour line is divided into an arbitrary number of points (Figure 3B). Finally, the
best combination of 4 points are picked up using our equilateral fitness function
(Figure 3C). The function is described Algorithm 1 (Figure 4).

5 Conclusion and Future Works

In this report, we introduced a work-in-progress system to design customized tools
for small batch production. As futurework, we understand the proper formulation of
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customization tools and finding a good example. Currently, it is a tool for a particular
process of particular objects. Customized tools have various requirements depending
on the manufacturing method and process, but it is necessary to understand and
formulate them.
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This report describes my recent activities on Service-oriented Systems En-
gineering between April 2020 and October 2020 with the HPI Research
School, and summarizes my research and teaching activities.

1 Overview

On a bright sunny day, it is quite easy for us to identify objects like a wall, a car, or a
bike irrespective of their color, material or whether they are partially shaded. This
remarkable capacity of humanvisual system (HVS) to disentangle visual ambiguities
due to color, material, shape, and lighting is a result of many years of evolution [7].
Replicating this ability for machine vision – to enable better scene understanding
– has been a widely researched topic, but ever has been challenging because of its
ill-posed and under-constrained nature.

The physical formation of an image involves various unknowns at macroscopic
andmicroscopic levels, and decomposing them altogether makes it ill-posed. Amore
relaxed approximation is given by theDichromatic ReflectionModelwhere an image (I)
is assumed to be composed of the sum of specular (Is) and diffuse (Id) components
(at every pixel location x) [31]:

I(x) = Id(x) + Is(x). (1)

The diffuse component (Id) can be further expressed as the product of albedo (A)
and shading (S) [5]:

Id(x) = A(x) · S(x). (2)
However, even this approximation is under-constrained as three unknowns, namely
A(x), S(x) and Is(x) need to be solved given only the image color I(x). We pro-
pose a novel method to extract intrinsic layers of albedo, shading and specularity.
The computed layers, apart from offering better scene understanding, facilitate a
range of Augmented Reality (AR) applications such as recoloring, relighting, ap-
pearance editing etc.. To this end, we perform the above decomposition on a high-end
smartphone with a built-in depth sensor. The specularity removal is carried out as a
pre-processing step followed by a depth-based energy minimization for computing
the other two layers.

One limitation for most of the previous work is the assumption of a complete
diffuse reflection. In general, the decomposition of an image into diffuse reflectance
(albedo) and shading is referred to as Intrinsic Image Decomposition (IID). The
existing IID algorithms can be broadly classified into two categories:
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Specularity
Removal

Intrinsic 
Decomposition

Image 
Editing

Specular

Diffuse + Depth Albedo

Shading

Output

Depth

RGB-D Input

Figure 1: Flowchart of our complete framework showing extraction of intrinsic layers
followed by image editing

Learning-based methods: the priors on albedo and shading are incorporated as loss
functions, and the decomposition is learned by training. In the past few years –
with the significant improvement in deep-learning technology – such methods
have become quite popular [11, 21, 40]. However, capturing real-world training
data for IID is challenging and the existing datasets might not be sufficient
[15, 32]. Unsupervised learning does not require any training data, however,
the results are not satisfactory [26, 28]. Moreover, it is challenging to adapt
neural-network based methods for smartphones as they require significant
computational resources and often are limited to low image resolutions.

Optimization-based methods: a cost function based on priors is minimized to find
an approximate solution. Initial techniques use simplistic priors, which are not
suitable for real-world scenes [36]. More complex priors improve the accuracy
at the cost of associated computational complexity [4, 7, 39]. The advent of
readily available depth sensors fostered depth-based methods for IID [10, 19].
However, such sensors need to be attached to a desktop/laptop making them
unsuitable for outdoor scenes. Moreover, a few years ago, it was not feasible
to deploy any of the above methods on a mobile phone due to their limited
visual processing capacity. We leverage the computing capabilities of current
high-end consumer smartphones with a dedicated GPU and real-time capture
of RGB-D data for our purpose.

As an additional constraint, only a few previous methods perform both IID and
specularity extraction together. Innamorati et al. [18] and Shi et al. [34] employ a
learning-based technique: both of them train and test for single objects but do not
consider a realistic scene with many objects. The algorithms by Alperovich et al. [1]
are designed for light-fields but cannot be used for a single image. The method of
Beigpour et al. [6] is applicable for a single image and, like ours, removes specularities
in a pre-processing step. However, for specularity extraction, they do not consider
chroma channels leading to artifacts in highly saturated image regions. Moreover,
their method is an order of magnitude slower than ours. Unlike most of the previ-
ous standalone specularity removal methods, we showcase our results on a broad
range of realistic images [2]. We treat high-frequency and low-frequency specular-
ities differently, thereby achieving seamless outputs. Furthermore, our specularity
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2 Related Work

removal step performs at interactive frame rates, achieving improved performance
and quality over the current state-of-the-art [13]. Overall, we propose the following
contributions: (See Figure 1)

• An algorithm for intrinsic decomposition of RGB-D images on smartphones,

• A novel, interactive specularity removal method that treats high-frequency and
low-frequency specularities differently, and that is well-suited for real-world
images,

• A variety of mobile-based applications using the intrinsic layers of depth,
albedo, shading, and specularity.

2 Related Work

2.1 Intrinsic Image Decomposition

The term intrinsic decomposition was introduced in the literature by Barrow and
Tenenbaum [5]. The Retinex theory by Land and McCann proved to be a crucial
finding, which became part of many following algorithms as a prior [24]. In the
course of previous decades, intrinsic decomposition algorithms have been proposed
for image [4, 7, 28, 36, 39], video [9, 30, 38], multiple-views [12, 23] and light-fields
[1, 6, 14]. A survey coveringmany of these algorithms is provided byBonneel et al. [8].
A particular class of algorithms use depth as additional information for IID. Lee et al.
[25] use normals to impose constraints on shading and also use temporal constraints
to obtain smooth results. Chen and Koltun [10] further decompose shading into
direct and indirect irradiance; the authors use depth to construct position-normal
vectors for regularizing them.Hachama et al. [17] use a single image ormultiple RGB-
D images to construct a point cloud. The normal vectors along with low dimensional
global lighting model is used to jointly estimate lighting and albedo. Similarly, we
use depth information to impose constraints on shading. However, unlike previous
methods, a pre-processing step of specularity removal makes our method robust
against specular image pixels.

2.2 Specularity Removal

Some of the earliest methods for specularity removal were based on color segmenta-
tion, thus they were not robust against textures [3, 22]. Mallik et al. [29] introduce a
partial differential equation (PDE) in the SUV color space that iteratively erodes the
specular component. A class of algorithms use the concept of specular-free image
based on chromaticity values [33, 35]. Yang et al. [37] use a similar approach, and
achieve real-time performance by employing parallelized processing. Kim et al. [20]
use a dark channel prior to obtain specular-free images, followed by an optimization
framework. Guo et al. [16] propose a sparse low-rank reflection model and use a L1
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norm constraint in their optimization to filter specularities. A broad survey of specu-
larity removal methods is provided by Artusi et al. [2]. Recently, Li et al. [27] also use
image and depth data for removing specularity from human facial images. Most of
these methods, however, employ specific object(s) or scene settings to evaluate their
methods and do not consider generic real-world images. A recent method by Fu et
al. [13] aims to address this issue; the authors assume that specularity is generally
sparse and the diffuse component can be expressed as a linear combination of basis
colors. They present a wide range of results, however, the optimization solving is
comparably slow. By contrast, our method is aimed for generic real-world images
with interactive performance on mobile devices.

3 Applications

A perfect, physically accurate editing of a photo would require full inverse rendering
with high precision. However, we can achieve convincing material and volumetric
media editing even without the above. The intrinsic decomposition output can also
be effectively used for enhancing image stylization results. A mobile-based intrinsic
decomposition, as provided in this work, could be used for various other photo-
realistic image editing in Augmented Reality applications. As part of future work,
we aim to relax some of the existing assumptions and address image scenes with
multi-color illuminant and indirect illumination effects.

4 Teaching and Other Activities

Apart from participation within the Research School and my PhD research work, I
have also provided assistance for the following teaching activities of our group,

• Teaching assistant for the Techniques for Image and Video Analysis (M.Sc) lecture
(summer term 2020).

• Master thesis supervision titled Real-time Optic Flow for Mobile Devices.
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Automated processing, semantic-enrichment and visual analytics meth-
ods for point clouds are often use-case specific for a given domain (e.g.
for Facility Management (FM) applications). Currently, this means that
applicable processing techniques, semantics and visual analytics methods
need to be selected, generated or implemented by human domain experts,
which is a rather error-prone, subjective and non-interoperable process. An
ontology-driven analytics approach could be used to solve this problem
by creating and maintaining a dynamic knowledge structure and utilizing
an ontology for inferencing optimal selection of automated processing and
analytics techniques of point cloud data.

1 Introduction

Thedigital representation and analysis of the built environment is gainingparamount
importance as humanity progresses on living in the fourth industrial revolution.
Maintenance of smart buildings, homes, offices and cities, as well as key infrastruc-
ture (e.g., roads, bridges, tunnels, etc), is becoming increasingly dependent on the
use of digital counterparts, known as a Digital Twin (DT). DTs enable assessment
and forecasting of current and future states of built environment objects they rep-
resent, making use of historic and real-time data sources. A key source of data that
can be used by DTs for representing and analyzing the current physical state of the
built environment are point clouds.

However, since point clouds are ambiguous, they require further processing and
semantic enrichment in order to make them useful for analysis and decision making.
Semantic enrichment of point clouds has in the past decade focused almost exclu-
sively on using either supervised or unsupervised machine-learning methods for
generating and injecting useful semantics. As such, these semantic-enrichment meth-
ods for point clouds are often use-case specific for a given domain (e.g., for Facility
Management (FM) applications). This means that for every new point cloud dataset,
the appropriate semantics generation methods need to be defined, implemented and
tuned by human domain experts. This process is usually error prone, subjective and
non-interoperable.

The idea of smart building and cities is to anthropomorphize the built environment
into intelligent cyber systems that can learn, make decisions and predict future states.
In order for a system to learn and make decisions concerning its current and future
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state, a cognitive solution is required. Such solutions can rely on knowledge discovery
and ontology building and inferencing, which over time can create intelligent and
autonomous systems capable of processing key data using optimally configured
parameters. An ontology can be used to define the relationships between entities,
methods, data, semantics, and processes for a given domain. The use of an ontology
could thus enable cognitive-based decision making for DT representations of the
built environment.

More importantly, an ontology can be used to set up and maintain a Knowledge
Graph (KG) for inferring new decisions based on previously learnt knowledge.
Therefore, the optimal configuration of relevant parameters used for semantic en-
richment of point clouds could be inferred using KG, without domain-dependent
human intervention (e.g., automated selection of processing parameters for semantic
segmentation of a point cloud).

2 Foundations and Related Work

Point clouds can be used to visually inspect and assess the current state of the built en-
vironment, can help to track construction-related or refurbishment-related changes
over time, and can be used as base-data for the generation of as-is and as-built Build-
ing Information Models (BIM) [11]. A point-cloud based representation of indoor
environments within the context of interactive 3D visualization enables enhanced
stakeholder engagement and communication [14].

Since point clouds do not contain any other information besides spatial distribu-
tion in 3D space and possibly color and/or intensity values, they need to be enriched
with semantics to effectively support the various FM-related tasks. This process can
be time-consuming when performed manually, introduces errors in decisions due
to incorrect observations. Generation and injection of semantics into point clouds
is either based on associating each segmented point cluster with either metric [1],
domain expertise [12], or probabilistic deep-learning-based processes and their out-
puts [2].

An ontology-driven approach for semantic enrichment and analysis of digital
built environment representations has recently become a topic of interest in the
Architecture, Construction, Engineering, Owner and Occupant (AECOO) research
community.

[3] describe the development of a prototypical BIM Semantic Bridge system, that
canmap Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) semantics to an ontology representation
using OWL (Web Ontology Language). They state that the main advantage develop-
ing a knowledge base using an ontology is that is allows experts from different AEC
domains to access and exchange of knowledge during the design phase of a building
(as BIM by default focuses on geometric representation of a building or structure).

[10] advocate the use of a multi-level semantics framework, in which the first level
of semantics represents the point cloud data structure, the second represents the
connected elements between the point cloud data structure and the spatial context,
while the third level connects specific ontologies with the point cloud that is used by
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domain experts for performing various semantic queries. All three semantic levels
are connected within a feedback loop to a knowledge base (e.g., database system).
The knowledge base is updated through analytic, device and domain expertise-based
inputs.

[9] describe a fully semantically guided approach for the detection of objects in
indoor point clouds. They propose the use of a constantly updated knowledge based
that, in turn, is used to select and adapt the most appropriate processing algorithm
based on the observed ontology. Sadeghineko et al. (2018) describe the generation
of semantically rich BIM models from point cloud data, where each segmented
region of a point cloud is given a unique annotation using the Resource Description
Framework (RDF) specification, thus enabling relationships between BIM elements
to be captured and queried.

2.1 Service-Oriented System Implementation

Approaches for semantic-enrichment, ontology generation and visual analytics can
be implemented using an SOA, which can be used for decoupling of hardware and
software requirements between the user and the processing system [6].

Such approaches can include methods for 3D annotations of both outdoor and
indoor scenes [7], where the semantics can be processed on the server and streamed
to the client that may use commodity hardware [4].

The use of SOA can also benefit integration and fusion of existing digital data (e.g.,
CAD models, floorplans, sensor data, etc) [13].

3 An Ontology-Driven Approach for Point Cloud Analytics

The problem arises when attempting to dynamically assign semantics or adapt pro-
cessing algorithms for generalized use-cases. The process of semantic enrichment
of point clouds is in most current situations unidirectional (e.g., point clouds are se-
mantically enriched at a single time for a single purpose, with the semantics remain
valid only for the current version of the point cloud). Therefore, in order to be able
to dynamically generate and query semantics for point clouds, a feedback system
using a dynamic knowledge structure (e.g., a Knowledge Base (KB) [8] or Knowledge
Graph (KG) [5]) for semantics generation and updating is required (Figure 1).

3.1 Concept System

A concept system is presented and discussed, based on the SOA design approach
(Figure 2).

The proposed system design is made up of six key components: (1) the Knowl-
edge component (for simplicity it is refered to as a Knowledge Base, though it could
be a Knowledge Graph), (2) DBMS (Database Management System) component,
(3) Algorithm Library, (4) Analytics, the (5) the Processing component and (6) the
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Figure 1: A high-level overview of the main components of the ontology-driven
analytics architecture for indoor point clouds. The stakeholder, would interact with
the point cloud and be providedwith analysis outputs (e.g., visual analytics). User
tasks, such as spatial or inventory queries, would be inferred from the Knowledge
component that is derived and updated using the ontology-drive approach.

Figure 2: Conceptual design of an SOA. The server is responsible for the processing,
inference, DBMS operations, and ontology updating tasks, while the client enables
the users to select the initial point cloud they want to perform semantic queries
on, to visualize the result of the query, as well as to use and update the ontology.
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Query component. The six components work together in order to update the ontol-
ogy, generate semantics and parameter values for selected processing algorithms. It
is assumed that a core ontology is defined, which is then subsequently updated with
through the introduction of new semantics, expert knowledge and existing digital
documentation.

Initially, the Processing component would be used to filter the input point cloud
(e.g., generate normal vectors, remove duplicate points, or sub-sample). The user
would then be required to enter a new analysis task – a semantic query, that would be
interpreted by the Query component. The Query component would use this query
(translated into a machine-readable format), to infer a decision using the ontology
represented byKnowledge Base component. In turn, the Knowledge Base component
would then utilize the existing semantics objects accessed by theDBMS component to
form a decision. In this case the decisionwould be selecting the appropriatematching
algorithm for the required task from the Algorithm Library component.

The point cloud along with the selected algorithm would then be sent back to Pro-
cessing component, where the result of the processingwould semantically-enrich the
point cloud. These associated semantics would then be sent to the DBMS component
in the form of standardized semantics description object, where they would be once
again utilized by the Knowledge Base component next time a new task is initiated
by the user.

In an example scenario, we can say that a user wants to find all the chairs in a
given office room (Figure 3). A user will load in a point cloud that will be filtered by
the Processing component (e.g., normals generation, planar surface segmentation).
Next, the user’s semantic query for selecting all chairs will be sent to the Knowledge
Base component that will compare all existing semantics obtained from semantics
objects in the DBMS component, in order to decide what specific algorithm to use for
detecting the objects via the Algorithm Library component. For example, it is known
that chairs are often found in rooms with desks, and that each office has at least one
computer desk, which in turn has specific dimensions for the room object that is
evaluated from segmented planar clusters obtained from the initial processing of
the point cloud.

In the given example, it would also be known that the point cloud has RGB values,
and that it was captured using commodity mobile hardware (so it is a coarse repre-
sentation of the real-worldwith a lot of noise). Based on this ontology, theKnowledge
Base component could formulate an algorithm suggestion and request the Algorithm
Library component for a classification algorithm with specifically tuned parameters
based on the derived semantic relations. Once the selected classification algorithm
detects and classifies the chairs, the associated resulting semantics that are injected
and presented to the user via the Analytics component would also be sent to the
DBMS component. This would make the whole ontology-driven system “smarter”,
as new semantics is introduced with each new user query and new relations are
used to update the ontology that is mapped by the Knowledge component the next
time it is used.

Other services could implement and advertise other complex computation tasks
including, e.g., ML-based classification of point clouds. The proposed Algorithm
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Figure 3: A core ontology example for using a point cloud for an O&M task - based
on the concept of a Knowledge Graph. In this case the user query of finding a chair
object in the given point cloud is presented as an example.

Library and Processing components will contain all of the related metric and deep
learning-based algorithms used for processing, reconstructing, classifying and eval-
uating point clouds.

Also, the design of the Knowledge Base and DBMS components as separate ser-
vices allows for running the generation and association of semantics as well as on-
tology management, on dedicated workstation computers with high-performance
computing and storage capabilities, whilst rather lightweight clients can access this
functionality through the service interfaces.

4 Conclusions

The proposed futureworkwould attempt to answer a fundamental research question:
“How can an ontology-driven approach be used for creating and maintaining a Knowledge

Graph for optimal selection and tuning of semantic enrichment algorithms for point cloud
representations of the built environment?”

Furthermore, the formulation of the answer to the above question will require
researching and developing additional answers to the following related research
questions:

• How can the proposed approach be implemented within a service-oriented
software engineering paradigm?
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• How can an ontology for a built environment object be defined and formalized?

• How can point cloud representations of the built environment be linked to the
defined ontology?

• How can various algorithms and their parameters for point cloud processing
and semantic enrichment be selected using the defined ontology?

• What are the key requirements for a cognitive approach to decision making
using the defined built environment object ontology?

The overall goal of the proposed future research would be to create a ”Google for
point clouds” - where a user could simply query the systemwith a task or a question,
and automatically receive an answer (e.g., ”Find all furniture in a given room scan”,
see Figure 4).

Such an approach could be used to benefit decision making within the realms of
FM and Real Estate 4.0, and enable advancement of Smart Building and Smart City
paradigms.

Overall, the proposed future work and outcomes would contribute original knowl-
edge to the fields of computer science, software engineering, and Architecture, Con-
struction, Engineering, Owner and Occupant (AECOO) domains.

Figure 4: An example of a query task result, where a user wants to find all furniture
in a given point cloud representation of a room. The ontology-driven approach
would automatically process and classify the point cloud in order to come up
with a possible answer, inferred from previous knowledge stored in a dynamic
knowledge component i.e., a Knowledge Graph.
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5 Related Publications

The following peer-reviewed publications, generated as part of the author’s PhD
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in-depth discussion and evaluation of the presented methods and approaches.
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